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Estranged Husban
Jailed In Sword Death
SEE STORY ON PAGE 27
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SEE PAGE 7
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SEE PAGE 27

NCNWYOUTH GROUP
The National Council of Negro Women Tampa Metro
Section hosted their Mary Mcleod: Bethune Luncheon
recently. The newly formed NCNW. youth organization,
Destiny's Promise, was at the luncheon. The featured
speaker for the luncheon was State R~presentative Frank
Peterman of St. Petersburg. From left.to right ;standing
are: Leola Tillman.~. Progra~ Co-Chairperson;·Brittney a.n d
Whitney Ross, l,.uciiJe Morris, Advisor; and Electa Davis,·
"CNW 1st Vice .Pte!;ident and Program Chairperson.
Seated, Leonora Nicome, Sophia Trevail, 3rd Vice Pres1de~t,
Youth Dept., and Dantrecia Robinson. (Photograph by
Jerry Brunson)
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[Attorl1ey EriC T:Taylor.
• CRIMINAL DEFENSE
• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• EMINENT DOMAIN

NEW LOCATION
320 W. Kennedy Blvd. • Suite 720
(813) 259-4444
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ACCIDENT?

_W..YociHurtt
. • Need Your Car Flx.tt
• ·Need A·Good Doctor And • Need A Ride To The Doctor!
·SonwOH Who wm ~ . Friendiy and Courteous
Staff Members
...Document Your ~t
•
, If You AnswereciYES To Aft~ Of These
· ·a uestlons, Then Yqu ,Need To Call Me Now

-

.. Having S..n In Several Acddents
Mnelf. I Know Just What To Do
To Get The Best Results .=or Vou"ll
0

\

IWoN You S111n uP With Anwone iiM, Call Me. My Services.,.:. FAEi
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BY ANTI ONE DAVIS
Sentinel Staff Writer

Thirty-one high school
seniors from District 59 will
· Former Asst. Attorney General for Florida
be honored at an upcoming
·Former Hilbborough County Prosecutor
event.
'
The hiring of a lawyer L~ an impmtant dtX:ision that should not be based solely upon
Rep. Betty Reed (Dadvertisements Before you dl.'Cil:de, ask IL~ to send you free written i.ntonnation about
District
59) will host the
our qualiti<:ations and expclience.
: . ·,
first National Academic
Letter of Intent: Signing Day
Dinner on May 17th. High
school seniors f ronf the area
will sign letters of intent
identifying what college or
university they will attend .
. All ofthe honorees have completed four or more collegelevel Advanced Placement
(AP) Courses while in high
school.
"Honoring high-achieving
students in District 59 is
pa.r t of the solution I will
champion until more parents
and leaders focus on the
exceptional taxpayer provided educational opportuni -
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High School Seniors To Be
Honored-At Upcoming Dinner

Must be 21 "••rs of •••· heve • credh card &
• valid drlv•'• lkenH, while we do "our work.
Minimum .$1.5()0.00 Estimate. Provided Bw:

COREV•s CLASSIC PAINT «:;. BODY

REP. BETIY REED

ties," said Rep. Reed. "We
want to let our youth know
that there arc endless possibilities for those who excel in
their education."
All of the honored students
currently reside in District
59 that includes Palm River,
Clair-Mel, Progress Villag~.

the University Area, East
Tampa , West Tampa and
parts of Temple Terrace. The
colleges that the 31 honorees
will be attending next year
include Morehouse College,
the Univ e r s ity of South
Florida
(USF ),
th e
University of Miami (UM ),
the University of Florida
(UF),
Hill s borough
Community College <HCCJ ,
Florida · ' International
University <FIU> and the
- American Academy of
Dramatic Arts.
The National Academic
Letter of Intent Signing Day
Dinner will also celebrate _
the 53rd anniversary of the
Brown v. Board of Education
Supreme Court Decision.
The dinner will be held at
Blake Hig9 School at 6:30
p.m. For more -i nformation,
please call Mike Kinsey at'
(813) 241-8024 .

225 Volunteers Set To Paint Homes
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel Staff Writer
Once again, several· Tampa ·
homeowners will benefit from
the generosity of a group of
volunteers from the Catholic
Heart Work Camp. This
group of 225 volunteers will
paint, do yard work, and
make some minor repairs to
homes without any cost to the
owners.
This marks the third consecutive year thRt the volunteers have partnered with the
City of Tampa to provide this
service. The volunteer group,
which consists of high school
studen~s , college s tudents,
and young Rdults from
throughout the Southeastern
United States, will help with

painting, general clean ups,
Ms. Bunting also s;:.id the
and some inside work during group likes to have projects
· that ~akc 2 to '3 davs to give
the week of June 10-16.
· However,-anyone wishing to'-'..:.therri..the opportunity to interapply for assistance must be ' ·act'\vith the homeowners: She
pre-approved by Wedne~day, stated that tht• group
May 30th.
approved the city and wuntcd
Ms. Barbara Bunting, to come in and pro\'idc this
Diversion
Services free service
Coordinator for the City of
Homeowners wishin~ tu
Tampa Department of Code participate nt'C required tu ·
Enforcement, said, "We have have their own paint.. and as
limited space available. Th is many other sup-plies as po~si 
group pays $290 each to come ble. Ms. Bunting snid the
and do volunteer work in the city's supplies arc very limitcity.
ed, but they will try to he lp
"This progra~ is for any those who just can't ubtnin
homeowner who is in need of them.
Anyone interestl'<i in npplyrepairs. We encourage anyone
'interested to call and get pre- ing for the project should cun- :
approved. The city will pre- t act Ms. Bunting at <813 1
approve those who will bene- 274-5565 befo re May 30th to
fit from this project."
be pre-approved.

We Can Control High Gas Prices
In case you haven't noticed,
the price of gas continues to
rise, and consumption hasn't
dropped off at all. That's
because most Americans have
convinced themselves they
must drive regardless of the
cost of fuel.
What many Americans have
failed to take into consideration is they can control rising
gas prices. Have you bothered
to ask yourself how can there
be such a diversity in gas
prices depending on which
part of the city you're in?
·
We as consumers need to
understand how this. system
works. When consumers
protest high pric~s . the prices
drop. However, when we con~
tinue to consume at exorbitant amounts, the prices will
continue to rise.
If you're in your 50s Rnd
have been driving since gas

was 25 cents a gallon, you're such a high rntc, igno.ri.11.g
probably wondering what's their pQwcr to lowcr~~tne
changed to cause gas prices to prices.
Seek alternative trnnsportnexceed reasonable costs?
Other 'than the type of cars . tion and alternative fuel and
the gas is put into, and maybe that will hit them in tht.> one
some of the refining process- place they don't like being hit:
es, the only thing that has in the pocket!
radically changed is our polit.
How much is enough? Why
ical agenda. We'....,e allowed is there a need to charge so
the oil barons to dictate how much for gas? The answer is
much they will charge this the American people have
country for exported oil, and shown a disregard for rising
that high cost i~ passed on to gas prices and opt to pay
the
consumer.
Also, whatever it takes to keep
President George W. their vehicles rolling and
Bush's personal war in Iraq their planeR in the air.
Forget about the political
continues to. cost this country
billions a week, and that's process affecting rising gas
being paid for through the prices. They've had their
chance, and · you can see
sales tax on fuel oil.
There's no need for the what's happened. NOTHING!
As consumers, it is up to us
American people to suffer
because of greed. There's also to control rising gas prices. Do
no need for the American peo· what you know needs to be
pie to continue to «.'onsume at done.
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Funeral Director Refuses
To Comment On Lawsuit·

Seminar To Discuss
How Skin Cancer Affects
African-Americans

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel StaffWriter

BY ANTIONE DAVIS
Sentinel StaffWriter

Th e de a th of a m a n has
resulted in his fam ily filing a
lawsuit against the funer a l
director. The man's body is curr entl y being kept in a St.
Petersburg business where it
has been stored since the
funeral.
Attorney Tom Carey, of St.
Petersburg, recently filed a lawsuit on behalf of th e family :in
connection with the delay ed
burial of John D. Harden,
Jr. , who died on March 1st.
John W. Harmon, of
Harmon's Funeral Home and
Directors Services, Inc., of St.
Petersburg, where the body is
being stored, are both .named
in the lawsuit.
When contacted by the
Sentinel, John Harmon
said he had "no comment" on
the lawsuit.
A funeral service for
Harden was held at Greater
Bethany M. B. Church , on
March 17th. The fun eral notice
said interment was supposed to
follow in Rest Haven Memorial
Park Cemetery.
However, according to the

A seminar this evening will
set the record straight on skin
cancer, and how it affects
African-Americans.
The Moffitt Cancer Center
and the Tampa Alumnae
Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
· Sorority, Inc. will host an
event entitled AfricanAmericans and Skin Cancer
on Tuesday, May 15th at 6
p.m.
Vernon K. Sondak, MD,
the Divj si_on Chief of _the
Cutaneous. Oncology Uni_t at
Moffitt, will be the speaker for
the event. The QUrpose of the
seminar Is to· debunk many
myths associated with
African-Americans and skin
cancer.
"Skin cancer is the most
common cancer there is.
There is a common misconception
that
AfricanAmericans are not at risk for
skin cancer," said Sondak.
"We want to give people the
proper infonnation, and help
them to lower their risk."
Sondak sa ys that while
skin cancer or melanoma is
un co mm o n in Afri ca nAm e ri ca ns , Latinos and ·
Asians, but ·it is most dangerous in these populations
because it is more likely to
develop undetected. These
same races are likely to develop skin cancer in places that
are less problematic like the
soles of the feet, or the palms

JOHN D. HARDEN, JR.
... Still Not Buried

JOHN HARMON
... Refused To Comment

lawsuit, Harden was neve r
buried and his body was taken
to the St. Petersburg business
for storage.
"This is pretty insensitive.
It's like he 's holding the body
hostage. He should let his
(Harden's) loved ones just
give him a proper burial and ·
then deal with the mone y
issue," Attorney Carey said.
The lawsuit claims the reason for the delay in the burial
of Harden is bec aus e of an
unpaid balance. It also alleges
that Harmon refus es to
release the body so that it can
be buried.

How eve r , during a teleph o n e
interview
with
Attorney Carey on Monday
afternoon , he said, "The latest
we've heard is that he's going to
release the body for burial. But
we have to just wait and see. "
Attorney Carey is representing Ms. Judy Jacqueline
Brown and other family members.
A Tampa native, Harden,
who dihd about a month before
his 44 t birthday, attended the
local sc hools of Hillsborough
County. He was employed as a
Security Guard for 12 years
before becoming disabled.

TeenagerShotDuring
Attempted Armed Robbery
A 17-year-old teenager was
charged with armed robbery
and aggravated assault on law
enforcement Sunday evening.
Another teenager was also
charged in the offense.
According to police, officers
were in an unmar~ed car at the
inters~tion of 12t Avenue and
E. 17t Street, shortly after
midnight on Sunday . They
reportedly observed three
teenagers riding bicycles af!d
acting suspiciously.
O!le of the teenagers who had
covered his face with a mask,
later identified as Ahmad
Black, is alleged to have
approached
39-year-old

Michael Dunn with a handgun , pointed the weapon , and
ordered Dunn to the ground.
Dunn complied, removed his
wallet, and threw it to the
ground. At that point, Tampa
Police Officers Robert
Partner and Gary Saunders
exited their unmarked car and
ordered Black to drop his
weapon and get on the ground.
The suspect allegedly refused
and then pointed the gun at
Dunn.
Fearing that Dunn would be
injured, the officers reportedly
fired their weapons, striking
the teenager 4 times . Black
was transported to a local hos-

pita! with non-life threatening
injuries.
Black was charg ed with
armed robbery and aggravated
assault on a law enforcement
officer.
After a brief foot chase, police
apprehended the two other
teenagers previously seen with
Black prior to the attempted
robbery. One of those individuals , identified as 16-year-old
Christopher A. Haugabrook, was charged with principle to an armed robbery. The
third juvenile was not charged.
No other injuries occurred during the confrontation , police
said.

CONGRATULATIONS
2007 GRADUATES
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High school or college graduation is a wonderful accomplishment
that deserves recognition.
Sol Davis Printing can help make ordering your invitations easy!
Our Invitation Package includes invitations, envelopes and name cards
all for one low price .... and includes a photo of the graduate.

~ith your choice from several cover designs and verses, and personalized
w1th your photo , your invitations can be as special as your accomplishments.
Call or visit Sol Davis Printing today . . . . for high quality invitations with fast, convenient service.

5205 N . Lois Avenue
Tampa, FL 33614
Phone : 813 353 -3609

Division Chief,
·
Cutaneous Oncology
H. Lee Moffitt.Cancer
Center & Research Institute
of the hands.
"We want to cover all bases,
and answer all questions in
regards to this potentially
dangerous condition," said
Dr. Sondak. "If it's picked
up early, it's highly curable,
but we want to give as much
information as possible so
people can be adequately prepared."
The African-Americans and
Skin Cancer Seminar will be
held at the Vincent A. Stablile
Research Bui'lding 'i n the H.
Lee Moffitt Cancer Center & ·
Research Institute located at
12902 Magnolia Drive on the
USFcampus.
For more information,
please call I-888-~0FFITI,
or go to www .moffitt.org/aaskincancer. . • ,
·

SUPPORT THE ·FLORIDA
SENTINEL ADVERTISERS
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VERNON.K. SONDAK, MD

t•17•)

TOBA
Tampa

Or~:ani z ati o n

of Bl;n·k :\ITairs

General
Men1bership Meeting
Thursday, May 17, 2007
6:30p.m. ·
Mattin Luther King.
..... . Jr. Rec Center
2300 N. Oregon Avenue
Agenda Itetns
• Political Education
• Econon1 ic Developernent
• Youth Developn1ent
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~You In Good Hands? I

Unique History Of-Blacks In Floridal
(Series)
ally, it was printed in
2005 Winter edition
the
Harvest
Report.
President Dr . . Claud
Anderson introduced the
struggle as su.ch : "They were
fighting for their right to be
free , independent, self-sufficient and left alone. They were
not r enegades . They were
Freedom Fighters."
"Fort Negro," continues the
President , "The History of
Blacks in Florida is unique and
filled with amazing information. One such story comes
from a place nestled on the
shores of the Apalachicola
River in Northwest Florida.
Fort Negro, one of the most
powerful, dirty little secrets of
Black
history,"
writes

v ...u ..u't you really like to know if the car you're
......... " ... ""and the gasoline you're buying is help:
to support the displacement of more than
2.5 million Black Africans from their homes to a desert
in, the Dafur region of Sudan? If you're a teacher, government worker or college ·student, would you be sad
or shocked to know that your state pension funds and
college endowment -funds are invested in companies
~
that
support the Sudanese government in the rape and
c·
murder
of more than 2oo ,ooo Black Africans (thus
"i t
u. far) iD the Dafur region of Sudan?
c
As a popular automotive insurance commercial
zc( inquires,
would you feel you are in good hands? The
atrocities taking place in Dafur are finally drawing
~ international attention. The British company Roll ~
c
fl) Royce recently announced plans to leave Sudan in
w response to growing protests by groups urging the dis~
investment of economic interests in Sudan by global
>
a: companies. Moreover, we have written editorials
w regarding members of the Congressional Black C~ucus
>
w who have marched on Congress and the United
cw Nations on behalf of Black Sudanese. Hollywood
; seems that time pass% movie stars have launched websites and media camfl) paigns also o~ their behalf. And it has all been done to
. s so quickly that
::; call attention to the wholesale slaughter of Africans by
before we can finish
m
~ certain killing squads seemingly backed by the
one thing it is time to begin
Q.
government.
another. It seems that it was
z Sudanese
A growing number of Americans and disinvesbnent
only last week that we were
groups around the world are calling on investors to
the New Year.
..... pull their funds out of Sudan and to invest elsewhere. celebrating
But, Mother's Day has
~ The UniverSity of California, Howard University and
and gorre, graduation
m the States of Dlinois;" New Jersey, Oregon, California, · come
ahead, and the
is
looming
.!a
w Maine, Connecticut, Vermont, Massachusetts, New first day of summer is barely
z York, Indiana and Ohio are among a growing list of a month away. So, now is the
~ states and colleges that have restricted their public time to make those summer
w ·pension fun~ and endowment funds from investing in
plans and preparations.
fl)
companies
with
ties
to
Sudan.
We
believe
the
State
of
But one thing that every
c(
c Florida, the University of South Florida and the family should take this time
it University of Tampa should also join that list.·What's to do is check their ~mer
0 your opinion? When it comes to the people of Black gency supplies. Although
....
I.L Sudan, are you in good hands? Pass it on!
hurricane season is still

Fort Negro was built by free
Anderson.
This unique Black History in Blacks after the British lost the
America is a product of Spain War of 1812. That was the secrather than northern Europe as ond war in which the British
such. Continues Anderson: had been defe ate d by th e
"Fort Negro, built in 1814 was Americans. The British decided
the site of a horrendous inter- they could get back at America
national crime. In the Fall of by going into Spanish territory,
2003, a group of hearty Black . Florida, and providing the free
truth-seekers from Washing- Blacks there with financial and.
ton, D. C., Los Angeles, CA, and military resources to build Fort
Akron, Ohio trekked through Negro.
Fort Negro sat on eight acres
the Apalachi cola National
Forest wi th me to find Fort of land at a strategic curve of
Negro. We wanted to explore th e Apalachicola River called
the location of the crime, and Prospect Bluff. From this vanto experi ence another image of tage point, Blacks in th e fort
Blacks during slavery. "
could control whatever came
To get to the unique core of up and down the ri ver.
this Black experience, primarily Prospect Bluff was 12 feet
und er the rule of Spain , above the river, and the fort
Anderson writes: "Blacks that" walls were an additional 14 feet
escaped there were free people high and 18 feet thick. It was an
(u ntil Florida became part of impenetrable fortress. (To be
the Untied States in 1821.).
continued.)

My Point Of View

...

By Iris Holton
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Novv Is The Time
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Walk A Mile In
Their Moccaslnsl
read with interest and tongue-in-cheek about
handful of elected officials and college scholwho tried to spend a week living on minimum wage or welfare income, while still enjoying the
comforts of their $1oo,ooo to $soo,ooo homes or dormitory rooms. Even more amusing were the media stories about people who tJ;ied to find out what it wits like
to be homeless by sleeping one night in theii•· b~tk~
yards, or in front of their college dorms. Well, all this
serious effort has made us come to their emotional
rescue.
May we suggest that anyone who really wants to
1111t know what it's like to live on minimum wage should
W endeavor to do so for at least two or three months.
CJ
~ Furthermore, we encourage anyone who might really
a.; : want to experience tire homeless life to do so by leav-

about two weeks away, the
time to take inventory is
now.
Every head of house should
take everything out, take
inventory, and throw away
those items that are outdated. Then, they should take
the remaining items and

make sure that everything
works properly.
This will give the family a
better understanding of what
is still good, what needs to be
replaced, what needs to be
purchased, and what other
new and improved items are
on the market.
In a few days, hopefully, we
will once again have tax-free
days to purchase hurricane
items. If the past is any indication,
if presented,

neighborhood, wondering
what had happened. The
electricity was off for about
three hours.
We all tried to contact the
electric company, but only
received that constant busy
signaL We never found out
what caused the power failure, but as it got dark outside, I was glad I had that
battery-operated lantern.
That was not the only time,
a power failure has hapGovernor Charlie Crist pened in our neighborhood.
Sometimes, it only lasts for a
will sign the legislation.
Most people think of their few minutes, but other
emergency kits as being just times, it stays off for quite a
for the hurricane season. But while.
It's important to keep your
that's not true, the emeremergency
supply kit updatgency kits will serve the famed
year-round
and not just
ily well during any type of
during
hurricane
season.
emergency.
This
is
one
of
those
things
· I remember being home
where·it's
better
to
have
arid
one evening and there was a
sudden power failure. I went not need than to need and
outside, as did others in the not have.

ing home with only the clothes on your back, no money in your pocket (burn your
credit cards) and by sleeping in doorways, alleys, behind or in garbage dumpsters, .
under interstate overpasses, etc., for no less than two weeks. Certainly, it won't take
long to decide it's difficult to live independently on minimuin wage and that beina
homeless is more than a virtual adventure.
However, for you who try, we appreciate your interest. But understand that citizens on minimum wage worry about how to pay the rent, get to work and eat on a
microscopic salary. Homeless people worry about how to eat, and where to sleep
without having to worry about being mugged, raped or beaten to death. Therefore,
we sincerely advise certain readers who think livina on hard times would make a
good safari to THINK AGAIN! Living on minimum wage, belna one paycheck away·
from poverty is more than simply an intellectual exercise. If you want to wear other
folks' moccasins, make sure they fit your feet! Pass it on.
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By RANDOLPH KINSEY

In The Land Of
The Lilliputsl

111r2:.·E!:f:~~~~~~~

uid waste into a completely
· clean burning fuel, plus heat
and other usable byproducts
and the whole thing could be
don e without noise, ·liquids,
gasses or other pollutants?
Do you think the world
_would beat a ha ~ty phth to
your . front dobr?· W e ll ,
before you answer, you better ask Ruggero Santilli.
That 's Ruggero (as in
"Rue-jero") Santilli (as in
th e old rock n ' roll s o ng
'.'S hantiily-lace"). Li ving in
Tarpon Springs, he 's your
neighbor y' knuw! And docs
he have a s ad story to tl'll.
Two decades ago, Ruggea·o
was g i \:c n a grant by th e
Carter Administration to
de velop a way to litna lly
turn a sow's car into a silk
purse. Ht? was gi ven $5 mill!on, a~c.! ask~d, to. produce a
P.rO'cc:S~'.J hat t~rncd liquid
wa s te 'int(v ~completely
·rei.tsab1e , atmospherefriendly alternative fuel. And
that he did! Then the lights
went ouH
I .<.·ould explain it, but ·
nobody explains it better
than Ruggero or in this
case, the news article that
was written about Ruggero.
According to a local news
reporter, "Santilli accused
other scientists of plagiarizing and distorting his writings. He said they dismissed
his ideas for a new form of
clean, efficient energy and
called it 'iringe .sci e nce. '
Meanwhile, the problem he
<iimed to correct - glohal
warming - has only grown
worse .''
That's
what
Ruggero allegedly has said.
But what have the worlds of
.science and industry said
about Santilli and his
invention? A.,d this is where
.the whole thing gets
spooky ... because science
and industry have said
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING!
Indt~ed , when it comes to
Santilli's invention, the cat
has. got everybody's tongue.
Mention his brainchild that
which ne calls "Magne-gas
al)d
and .
. .Magne7hyd~;ogen,":
.

·Support
The Florida
Sentinel
Advertisers

you may find you're standing
in an empty room that used
to be crowded with a thousand people.
That's just how insane
things have gotten. Not even
Santil.li's former partners
are willing to say anything
good or bad about what to
this writer's befuddled mind
would seem like one of the
greatest discoveries of the
modern world!
SO, WHAT'S THE PROBLEM? Let me take a swing at
answering that question?
Since Santilli is presently
s uing everybody, lawyers
would say nobody wants to
say anything for fear of getting his pants .sued off. But
that's an easy way of avoiding what promises t o
become on e of th e bigges t
scandal s e\·cr to hit plan et
Earth : I lo"· in the name of
God and good common
sense t·ould. a world community, which is slowly being
cooked in its own ecological
snuce, turn a blind eye and a
deaf ear to a man who has
invented a. means by whi<;h
we might all be saved? And
the answer is, ''THERE'S
MORE MONEY IN OUR
DESTRUCTION
THAN
THERE IS IN OUR SALVATION! " In other words, pres<.•nt pollution is big money!
Besides, "most people would
rather fight than switch. "
Remember that one?
Three centuries ago,
Johnathan Swift wrote a
story which is called
"Gulliver's Travels ." In that
tale, a nH)n called Gulliver
traniled to an island where
the people were six inches
tall, and their politics were
not an inch taller. Swift: said
his story was fictional, but
many belie\'c he wasn't talking 'about people of little
stature, hut he was actually
talking about people of little
minds .. . better known as
"SJ\lALL-M INDED PEOPLE!'' Do you know some of
them? Yes, Swift wrote
"Gulliue1·'s Travels " IN 1726.
But wouldn't he be surprised
to see that in 2007, THE
LILLIPUTS ARE NOT
DEAD! Well, I know someone who would certainly not
be smprised. Ask Ruggcro
Santi11i about the land of
the Lilliputs. He'll tell you
they live t•ight here IN
TAMPA BAY ... certainly in
Tarpon Springs, and mny\'e
.indowntownTnmpa! ·

.....
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IWhere Is The Black Community? I ~
ll::~:i~:~~:~t~:~b~:

Black communities being inte- the average Black person. That
grated . That is a way of life single phrase coupled with
that is not going to go away. "Economic Development" 'are
won't be too long before that Yes, I want Black communities probably the two most widely
becomes a proper and timely to experience economic, social used phrases by politicians
question. Today, we constant- and physical improvements, and developers.
ly talk about the problems of but I don't want Blacks to be
Affordable houses are being
the Black community and forced out of their .communi- built in the once predominantwhat it needs.
ties because the improve- ly Black communities. The
· First, let us answer this ments are such that Blacks can cost of these houses runs
question. When we refer to the no longer afford to stay.
$2oo,ooo and higher . To
Black community, are we talkPreserving Blac.k communi- most people who live in these
ing about location, or arc we ties is important to me, and .a communities, these are ~ot
talking about a race of people? lot Of other Black people. Call affordable houses.
What has been known for it sentiment, racism, living in
It is just a matter- qf tit:Jie
years in Tampa as the Black the past or any other thing you .before ~e dis~ppeanng ~BJack
community is rapidly disap- may want to. I ~all it wanting communities wil L hurL uspearing. Within a few more for Black~ peop.e what oth_ er_
' 11· y; It w1
- '11· h ur
· -t. us
.,
-, - po l 1' t 1ca
years th ere will be no Black races want foi:.thetr people.·_.- ._ -- "': - .
~ - . _ - ·:
we wtll
. exac-tl y wh a t Yb"or because
communities in Tampa.
.
. no ·longer
. be_
Th a t ts
.t
·
b
t
Th
t
·
·
h
t
able
to
beneftt
from
smgle
rAt one time, large pockets of CI Y IS a OU •
a IS W a
. .
. .
- is all about, and that is member dtstncts. Dtstncts 0
Blacks lived in East Tampa, zoning
::c
'Nes t Tampa, Ybor City and what overlav districts are all will have to spread all ovc.r 0
Central Tampa . Urban renew- about. At City Hall; it is called Tampa and - Hillsborough l>
(/J
al , decay. Black flight to the preserving neighborhoods aftd _ County in order to make up m
th
eir
heritage.
A
key
phrase
single
member
distriCts
wher~
z
suburbs and de ve lop ers are
th e IIHIJOi' factors responsible that we hear in the destruction a.Black· can get elected. Blac~. :;:t
2!
for the disappearing of areas of Black communities--are the better beware, and make a -m
. 1
that were traditionally occu- words "Affordable Housing:" conscious effort to remain in .rm
pied by Blacks.
What does 'that mean? It your soon-to-be new and c:
ri have no problem with means absolutely nothing to improved communities.
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And That's The Way It Is
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he City of Tampa decent bone in their body,
"movers and shakers'' who can't find it in !heir
pu~ a mile-long wall
hearts to raise the minimumbetween them and us. Don't wage in this country to offset
act like you don't know! Look rape, murder, incest, homearound you where the "good lessness, armed robbery
life" continues to get better and/or burglary.
for some and not for all, why
But, in their own corporate
does our stmounding(s) look infra~tructures that theY've
so dreadful? Why, after deliberately designed for
regime changes and organiza- themselves walk away with
tional restructuring does our millions while American
community look the way that mills, mines and factories sufit does'? If, in 30 years or fer shutdowns, layoffs, "pink
more , East Tampa and West slips" and collapse.
Tampa neighborhoods looked
A<; if we didn't believe in the
like they needed a facelift, seriousness Of it all, Retired
then 30 years later, they need . Major General John
a makeover. Surely, our Batiste expressed at a news
neighborhoods have seen conference last week. "I am
brighter days. Right?
outrugt•cl . as are the majority
Seriously. · Did you know of Allll'ltcans. I'm a lifelong
that the United States of Republican, but it's past time
America-that would be me for change., .Our strategy in
and you-are spending $2.75 Iraq today is more of the
million .every day over in ' same, n . slow grind to
Irnq? Well, ·what about the nowhere which totally ignores
war yight here. i11 our -own .the -l'enlity .of Iraq and tb.e
backyurd? That's right. the lessons of history. Our pt-e'siwar(s) against poverty, dent ignores sound militm·y
hunget·, racism, unemploy- advice nnd surrounds himself
tl\ent, cl'ooked politicians who . with like-minded and compli·ot1ly seek to line their.·Qwn ant
subordinates."
pockets with oui· . luu~d-earl)ed Newspapers can be so informoney who don't have n · mnti\'e nnd educntionnl, can't

T

they?
·~ ·
Right now, gas prices con- -~
tinue to soar as does our, - ~
impatience, frustration and:· ->
indifference! Pay attention:· ;
Learn to gauge the n~xt tim~~ :Z _
gas prices go up by The White' _Q
House's lack of sympa;thy'to; ~
domes.tic issues. _Qh yeah-~ :·6 ·;.
every time attention turps to ~ ·]<
home-bet it up! At least; :
most of us have warm be~ -·'
to go·to and if we're fortun ate}
' '
we have someo·n~ to snuggl~
up with; there's food in the'
fridge, somewhat behaved
children, clothes in the drawers, soap and running water.. ·
This past week1 ,\·e were
asked to remain indoors. as a .·
result of "the massh·e \\ildfit-e ·
that had raced through tl1e
Okefonokee Swamp in southeast Georgia and into Flofida
and charred · .more thaJl
233,700 acres-or nb'mtt.365:
square miles." So, we IE~m1\ed ·
to take shOrter yet meht~in~tl ·
breaths.
·
When the smoke clear~ mid
the oust settles. ·apnthy \,;u ~ .
the least of our woiTies.'
America is out of control. ~
That menns you, me, u,s i\lltf ' ~
them. Pt>nce Be Unto rm,.
c.n
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City Council
Votes In Favor Of
Turanchik Project
PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
LIC MORTGAGE LENDER

LOANS UP TO $20 MILLION
Purchase/ Cashout/ Refinance, Homes, Apartments,
Strip Centers, Professional Offie Space, Multi F
Hard Money Equity Loans Available.

"It's So Hard To Say Goodbye" /
After 25 Years The ·Florida Drug Store
Is Finally Saying Goodbye
It's Been A _Ple~sure And An Outgoing
Experience Helpmg Out The Community.
We Would Like To Thank Everyone For
Their Business And Services. So Come In
And ·say Your Last Goodbye In
The Month Of May.

Date: Saturday, May 19
Time: 11 a.m.· 2 p.m.
Place: Broach Tampa
6400 East Chelsea St.
Tampa, FL 33610
RSVP: 1-813-849-0305
Grades: 9th -12th
Where Students Are Motivated to Succeed .......
Learn about the personalized academic program that helps students
build confidence and achieve success
Tour our state-of-the-art high school that offers athletic facilities that
includes an Olympic sized swimming pool, tennis courts,
baseball fields, handball courts, boating activities and morel
Enjoy grPal food, great people and a beautlful140 acre lakeside
campus for your student's high school education!
Part Of The ESA

Of Schools

Despite the objections of
West Tampa residents and
City Council chair Gwen
Miller, Tampa City Council
voted 6-1 in favor of allowing
Ed Turanchik to constr\lct
Spanish-Mediterranean style
homes on 25-foot lots in
West Tampa.
Residents had objected to
the flat-roof designed homes
because they did not fit the
decor of homes already in
the area, or homes already
constructed
by
Turanchik's company ,
InTown Homes.
West Tampa activist
Dwight Bolden was first to
address the Council in opposition to the plan.
"If you allow this to happen, it will give Turanchik
free reign to do whatever he
wants to in West Tampa
without approval from anyone. We want a say as to
what we want in our community."
Ms . .Ruth McNair,
President of the West
Riverfront Neighborhood
Association and a member of
the West Tampa Overlay
Committee, said she's not in
favor of the design.
"They appear more commercial and we don't think it
fits into our community. We
also feel the design doesn 't
fit into the Overlay
Committee's guidelines. The
community wants to see
more bungalow designs."
Ed Turanchik spoke to
the Council, saying crime in
the area is down 45% and he
attributed that to the ethnic
diversity in the area.
"The homes we're doing
are more expensive than the
ones already there, but are
still cheaper than other new
home construction in the
city.
"We also feel we're following the historic pattern of
the area. The main issue is
design. On March sth, we
sent a memorandum to the

ED TURANCHIK
..... convinces City
Council to approve reasoning request
in 6-t vote.

GWEN MILLER
CITY COUNCIL
CHAIRPERSON
..... only dissenting
vote on Council.

Overlay Committee to present our designs. We were
asked to present them again,
and we asked them how they
would like to see them
changed."
Turanchik said his group
got no constructive comments from the Overlay
Committee and they have no
agreement with that group.
"We've gone forward in our
sales of the new designs. We
believe in preserving the
architectural integrity of
West Tampa. I'm surprised
at all the opposition to this
project." ·
Turanchik went on to say
they are trying to rebuild a
grand neighborhood and
they hope the Council will
appcoving the rezoning
request.
"The Overlay Committee
did reject our flat roof proposal and we never received
any notice of their decision.
I told them that was no way
to conduct business, and a
vote should have been taken
with all parties present. We
still think we're offering an
affordable housing opportunity."
.
Chair Miller told
Turanchik it -was the flat
roof design the people didn't .
want.

"Will you build a flat roof
structure between 2 houses
with pitched roofs? If that's
your plan, I will oppose
this."
Turanchik answered
Chair Miller by saying yes,
that was his plan.
Councilman Charlie
Miranda said in· support .of
the rezonin·g, he's driven
through the area and noticed
several flat roof homes in the •
area that have been there for
a long time.
Councilman Thomas
Scott said he feels the differences were addressed in a
previous hearing.
"I think we can do business
b~tter than rehashing what
we've already talked about."
Councilman Joe Caetano said in support of the
rezoning request, pitched
roof homes will cost more.
Councilman John
Dingfelder said he hadn t
heard anything different
from the last meeting and
although · he· will · vote in
favor of the rezoning
request, he respects the
comments from the community.
Reporter Leon B.
Crews can be reached at .
(813) 248-0724, or e-

mailed at leon@Bsentinel.com.

==LOCAL==

Series
Targets A
Healthy
Lifestyle
Members of the community are invited to participate in a four-part seri~s
that addresses healthy
lifestyles . The series of
workshops are free and
open to the public .
However, pre-registration
is required.
Some of the topics that
will be discussed are entitled, "Weight Loss and
Weight Management; "
"Physical Activity;'' and
"Bread of Life. "
Topics on the agenda for
th e " Weight Loss and
Weight Management "
segment in clude he althy
glucose levels, diabetes
management, stomp out
and prevent disease, and
hypertension and stroke.
The "Physical Activity" se gment will cover
such topics as how to fit
exercise into a .busy schedule, and the 10-15 minute
workouts for everyone.
A cooking demonstration;
~ is~ food choices, ~n (f
learning how to prepare
healthy meals, snacks, and
desserts are on the agenda
for the final topic, "Bread
ofLife."
The workshops will be
held at the J . L. Young
Apartments, 8220 N.
Florida Avenue, in the dining hall on consecutive
Saturdays, May 19th, May
26th, June 2nd, and June
9th. The workshops will
take place from 11 a.m.
until 1 p.m . Food samplings, incentives, and door
prizes will also be available.
The event, entitled
"Knowledge Is Power,"
is designed to provide helpful information and tools to
help citizens make wise
choices ·about their health.
The event is being jointly
sponsored by the City of
Tamp<i; Tampa Housi ng
Authority; HCND.; NCBW,
100; Steps To A Healthier
Florida, Hillsborough
County; and HUD.
Anyone interested in
attending the series . of
workshops should contact
Ms. Debbie McDonald
at (813) 817-3214 to register.
Reporter Iris B.
Holton can be contacted at (813) 248-1921 or
by e-mail at. ir is@ flsen:.

tinel.com.
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It's not just a tool
fOr banking, it's a
toolkit for business.
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Introducing Integrated Business Checking, only from SunTrust. It's Free Business
Checking and Free Personal Checking, with free Check Cards for each account.
Plus, you get SunTrust's exclusive Online Cash Manager with free Bill -Pay, so you
can manage all your accounts in one simple .view. Finally, all ~he tools you· need.
All in one place. And all for free~
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Call800.259.5730, stop by your _local S~nTrust branch, or visit
suntrust.com/bizbanking for more information.

IJI.
SUNTRUST
Cash Management

Business Financing

Merchant Services

Seeing beyond . money

'There are fees for exceeding stated transactions. cash 'processmg. and night bags. Reft>r to the fee schedule for deta1ls.
Online Cash Mariager and Online Cd'h Manager Plus are not 1ntendeJ'for use by commercial or institutional clients. which in general a~ defmed
as compan1es w1th annual sales 111 exle's of $ 10 m1lhon. Sun Trust's Online Cash Manager Premium and Online Treasury Manager have a complete
host of web-based service~ des1gned to me~t your online bank1ng needs. Please' call877.370.5 108 for additional1rformat1on. You must have or
open a business checking account to be el1g1ble to e111ollm an Onl1ne Cash Manager product. Transact1on and SN\'ice fees may apply.
SunTrust Bank, Member FDIC. r.:> 2007 Sun Trust Banks. inc. Sun Trust and Seeing beyond money are federally registered serYICe marks of SunTrust Banks Inc

. ·-l
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ALL ABOUT YOU!
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-~ Shining Is What
-~
I Do Best
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MARKEISHA

MISSY, PHIL, TEAIRA And -MAiurniSHA

Birthday.Wishes
Are Going Out To
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Birthday wjshes go out to the #1 star, Ms. Osha.
Love always, mommy, Christie, Tony, Lil' Amp and Kia.
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DOMINIC GORDON
.!I .
w
z
Happy 17th birthday Dominie Gordon, a.k.a., Rico.
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Momma and family love you, Boot-Boot. Hold it down
with Faith.
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Akeem is the son of
Andrea Monroe, the
grandson of Mrs. Ollie M.
. \\{uteherson, anti HJ:lr old ·•
and JoAnn Daniels. He is
o.n the Principal's .Honor
Roll at his high schooL
Akeem enjoys going to
church, cooking, going to the
movies and hanging out
with his friends and helping
others. He celebrated this
JERMIA PEOPLES
weekend with family and
friends. Today, he will celeA very special little girl, with a bright, bright future. May
brate with his special girl. .
God bless you always.
·
Happy birthday. Love,
From,
Pa
Pa
Alex
and
Ma
Ma
Celeste.
your brother. Ashly, Mom
and you know who.

Subscribe loday!
~
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Will Convene At
:·The N~w· Mt. Zion Missionary Baptist Church
· . ·. . .- 25l1
.. Dr'lYe
. . . East Columbdl1
Reverend Walter J. WiiUa~s_, Pastor

You Are Cordially Invited To·

"Women With Nat'titud~

Wednesday, May 16 Through Saturday, May 19
Each Day's Session Begins At 9 A.M.
The 1'11~·-v:.Mt.Zion Voices Of Praise Will Be Featured On The Welcome Program,
·
. Wednesday Evening At 7:30P.M.
REVEREND
C. P. EPPS

Moderator Of The Arst
South Florida Ass4Jclaltlonl

Saturday, May 19th
CIO

w

~
a:

Youth Day And Annual Oratorical Contest
There Will Be Youth Choirs Singing And A Panel Discussion

·Hats Will Be Judged
* Gifts To Winners
Refreshments
Served!!
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ALLABOUTYOU!=======
University Of
Tampa Grad

. MR.EUGENE
AN1HONY JACKSON, JR.

LIZ And CESARE MYLES
We have become one on 5/6/07 nt a Las Vegas Wedding
Chapel.

'.\I ) • ;. : . 1·-l': l \ ' ....... ·-··

"\. : J :•

Place A
Florida Seatlnel
Newsrack In Great Places
(8131

On May 5th, 2007, Mr.
Eugene Anthony Jackson,
Jr. received a Bachelor of
Science degree with a major
in Biology and a Chemistry
minor with a specialization
in
Neurobiology
BioChemistry, emphasis premedical concentration from
the University of Tampa. His
family congratulates him. We
love you always.
From his mother, father,
grandmother, aunts, uncles,
brothers, sister, cousins and
loved ones.
Julia Brown Jackson,
Annette, Camron, Eugene,
Karecm, Joynita, Adrian,
Juanette, James, Ca'la,
Kazette, Caliea, Jennifer,
Ruben, Julian, Tiron,
Tamesha,
Anntanete,
William, Kayla and Khia,
LaTeica and Wayne.

===
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Single Mom Proud
Of Son's Achievements
Patricia ·Banwo has never
made a ny excuses. She's the
single mother of 3 sons, and
kn ew it was going to be a
tough job ke e ping them
focused , but she welcomed the .
challenge.
Ms. Banwo's youngest son,
Adedayo, has really made
her proud as he'll be joining a
prestigious New York law
firm at the end of the year.
Ms. Banwo will tell you the
journey hasn't been easy.
"There are a lot of challenges being a single parent.
It's tougher with boys,
because they need a male figure in t heir lives. It's also
tough because you can't give
them all the things they
want."
Ms. Banwo raised her sons
while living in two public
housin-g complexes, one in
Tallahassee, and in Robles
Park in Tampa. In spite of the
distractions around them, she
managed to keep them all
focused, especially Adedayo.
"All kids can excel if you
instill in them those positive
qualities and encourage them.
I told Adedayo to not allow
the things around him to dictate his life. He had to rise
above all that and concentrate on what he needed the
most for his life . I stressed
education and encouraged
him to read a lot. When I was
young, I read a lot and it was
something I really loved."
Ms. Banwo said she
remembe rs when Adedayo
was young, after he finished
reading , he loved telling you
about it .
··He lo,·ed rea ding to older
adults. He had a real yea rn-

PATRICIA BANWO

ing "for knowledge and was
curious . He'd make
you get excited right along
with him.
"Adedayo was never a discipline problem at home or at
school, and there was always
something in him that made
him succeed . He's always
been a go-getter. Maybe it's
his Nigerian heritage. His
father wasn't around much,
but he was a good man and
also instilled education as a
priority."
As far as Adedayo becoming an attorney, Ms. Banwo
said she's not surprised.
"He's always been a
debater, so I knew being an
attorney was what he'd -be.
It's fitting because it fits his
personality. I'm very proud of
him and I'm looking forward
to him being very successful.
I'm ovenvhelmed with pride.''
Ms. Banwo has two .o ther
sons, one in the Peace Corps,
and the other working at an
area restaurant.
Reporter Leon B. Crews
can be reached at (813)
248-0724, or e-mailed at
leon@flsentin el.com
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Visiting ancient Mayan ruins, shopping, beautiful beaches and water
. sports are all part of the fun on this 4 Day Western Caribbean cruise.

We'll spend four days experiencing the beautiful Caribbean as
God created it. The four fun-packed days will include other cruise
activities such as:
Xi:m~,N;''~'-H. * Live entertainment from the Spirit-filled group Halle
*Several Revival Workshops With Renowned Speakers: Franklin
Florence- Indianapolis, IN, Steve Thompson, Milwaukee, WI
and Dr. Luis Lugo - Chicago, IL
* Shopping in po11s of interest
iiii;i;i;i;,i;--....iiiiiilloiiiill * Fantastic tood buffets and dinners

1. Tampa, FL • 4:00pm • Shore Excursions
2. Fun Day At Sea
3. Cozumel, Mexico • 7:00 am- 6:00pm • Shore Excursions
4. Fun Day At Sea
5. Tampa, FL • 8:00am • Shore Excursions
12- Suite- SX~ 7.16 per person • 11 -Suite- S7~ 7.1 () pn person
()/\ - Ocean Vi cw - S.197. 16 per person • ~ . '\ - Inside - S3 37.I() per pcrsl'll
lnsurance is optional but strongly recommended:
$69.00 per person - Adults (Suites)
S59.00 per person- Adults (Ocean View/Inside)
S29.00 per person- Children 16 yrs. & under

A$25.00 per person deposit ($150.00 pp/Suites)
is due May 30, 2007
A$150.00perperson deposit is due December 5. 2007
Final payment is due January 28, 2008

*Prices arc based on double occupancy and"include cmise tlue. port charges. govemment taxes and document handling Ices.
Rates {U.S. dollars) arc per person. based on double occupancy Govcmmcnt fees/taxes and optional air transportntion arc
additional for all guests. Rates arc subject to a\·ailability and may change without prior notice. Rcstril'tions apply
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11 A.M. Speaker

REV. SHARON STR!ATER
LeaderI Organ-Izer
Executive Dkector, HOPE

(HIIIsborouoh Orvanlzatlon For
Prooress And Equality)

Also Celebratln9 The Life Of

MOTHER CORA GILMORE
On Her 93rd Birthday
Dinner Served After
II A.M. Worship

Culminating Se'r vice
5 P.M. Speaker

REV. L. L. WARD

And Congregation Of
Pilgrim Christian Universal Church
Ft. lauderdale
Chairpersons: Sisters lorraine Carter,
lmogone Richardson And Bro. & Sis. Willie (Victoria) White

·

LOCAL

Local TV Personality Awards
Scholarship At Special Ceremony
Albert Owens awarded a scholarship at the first
scholarship at the Dream Seeke r Scholarship
first
Dream
Seeker ceremony. The scholarship
Scholarship ceremony on recipient will attend the
Wednesday. The scholarship University of Central Florida
fund honors Emma Lee in the fall with a major in
Carpenter, Albert's moth- Mass Communications.
"This is really a blessing for
er who passed in 2002.
A Blake High senior me because I know that there
. received money for college, were a lot of other students
and an influential woman he could have chosen.
was honored at a:'.' recent · Bucifi~p Jlert ~~ always
scholarship ceremon§: ' ' '
involved' in community serAlbert Owens (A.K.A. vice, and I'm sure he comes
Bucified Bert) awarded in contact with other stuPhilicia Darns a $1,ooo dents ," said Darns. "I am
$1,000

extremely glad to be chosen,
and to be the recipient of the
scholarship in honor of his
mother."
Bucified Bert and All
Sports Community Service
collaborated for the recent
event. Owens says that he
definitely plans on hosting
more scholarship ceremonies
in the future, and will continue to host events for youth in
the Tampa Bay area.
"My mother was such an
inspiration to me and my
·family that I have to do my
best to motivate the youth as
much as I can," said Owens.

June 4th through August 10th* Monday
through Friday * 8 a. m. - 6 p.m.
For Students Age 5-11

Re-Birth Academy Summer Program Will Offer
Reading '* Math * Arts & Crafts
*Tennis Lessons * Field Trips
$aS per week
* Eligible Title 20 Students Are Welcome
•

Lunch & Snacks Providad

eat

Hyou are interested end have any questions, pleese contact the
office at (813) 239-1321 or (813) 239-1931.

"Philicia Darns definitely
deserves the scholarship.
This is a young lady who
works hard in school, and is
involved with the community. We definitely look forward to getting bigger and
better as time goes by."
For more information on
Bucified Bert, please go to
www. bucified.com.
Reporter I Writer
Antione Davis can be
reached at (813) 2481921. He can also be
reached at adapis@jl~
tinel.com.
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SUMMER CAMP
May 29.:... August 17, 2007
7:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Ages S- II Years

*

*

• M11st be on titne
1~- ~ . . -.-

.... '

ARTS & CRAFTS, ACADEMICS, BIBLE STUDY, COOKING~
DANCE, FJELD TRIPS, FINANCIAL LITERACY, MUSIC~
SIGN LANGUAGE, SINGING AND STEPPING

~

• M11st be alate to.Si.ns .·.
• M11st be able to act' : ·
• M11st be CJI,Ie to follOw directions
:,

. . .

.~ I

• Must be able to learn Un~s in a titnely tnanner
There will be a one time onllf alldltion ~is.comins

,..
0

w
CJ

~

SatHday afternoon, May ZO, Z007 crt 4:00P.M located crt
1934 Main Strut Christ of CalvAry CommatHity Chatrch

Ages 12- IS Years
Career Exploration - Financial Literacy - SAT Prep APPLY NOW! -SCHOLARSHIPS A VAILABI..E

.

-f

FOR YOUR INFORMATION

If you sing, dance, act, can ·
recite poetry, compose
music or do anything else,
you are encouraged to sign
up as soon as possible for II . The showease is foi· chilthe "It's All About The dren in gn\des 6 through 12.
The showcase is scheduled
Children" Talent Showcase

C .

m

NAACP/ ACT-SO.
For more information con-

Talent ·Showcase
for Saturday, May 19th from
6 p.m. to 9 p.m . at
Middlelon .High School.

The showcase is being
sponsored
by
the
Hillsborough
County

taet Dr. Olivia Shcphcrcd
at (81 ;3) 631-4426, in· Mrs.
A Thornton at (81:3) 8:3:3-

5839·

Why wouldn't you get
your Free Checking
from the bank rated
#1 in Customer
Satisfaction
six years in a row?
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· Free Online Ranking

· No minimum balance

· Free Online BiiiPay

· Free Check Card

· Fret? Balance·AJerts

· Free Visa Extras rewards program

· No direct riPposit rcqulrell

· Unlimited access to Wachovia

· No monthly servict~ ft'P

;' At i 1-H:'i W,\C:IIOVIA

Financial Centers and AlMs

"00 !)/:l .Jf>N.J)

WACHOVIA

C.R VISIT '.VAt:I10VIA .l:OM.

on 4111 q~ilrttr ~006 Amcrle311 CuiCoJMr Sllltfactlon lndl•'• ...ul!l of ''"'est U.S. rotall b311k~. Froo .;hocklflC I$ for peraonal accounts only. \\bchll'lla &:Ink. N.A.. and Wochovi.1 Bank of Dtlanr~. N.A.. alit MQmt'o.'fs FDIC.
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PICTURES FROM THE PAST----·.',. ···.

1986 Hillsborough High School Brain Bowl Winners were: Instructor Sam
Spearman, Lisa Steve~, Albert Bell, LaTricia\ Humphrey, Eric' Robinson, and Darreyl
Comer.
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These children enjoyed themselves during a Halloween Festival at the Highland Pines Playground.
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BEAUTY UNLIMITED
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WITH RANDY
·············~···~··· ~

Venus, Serenal
Say It Isn't Sol
Two of my favorite female up, but nobody knows who will
tennis players were Venus have the #l pick. Likewise,
and Serena Williams. But nobody knows who will have
rumor has it that the two the 2nd and 3rd picks. It will
Black tennis superstars have be seven more days before
put down
brothers. A that is decided.
The first three picks are
source told .me the sisters said
in an interview that they decided by a lottery draw. The
would never gate a Black man team with the worst record
again;
gets the fourth pick automatiIf appears that. these two cally. if they don't get one of
~isters have very little 1·espect
the first three.
It is a general belief that. the
for Black men and hold them
in very low regard. I have no teams who get the #1 and the
problem with the sisters dat- #2 pick can't go wrong. Scouts
ing other races of men. I do say Ohio State's .Greg Oden
h a ve a· probl~m with .them ' a nd, Texas ' Kevin Durant
putting down all. Bla ck men. will be the first picks.
Venus and Serena~ say· it is
The NBA draft consists of
not. true!
just two rounds. Three juniors
from the University of Florida
What's Wrong With
are expected to go in the top
Ricky Williams?
15.
Somebody tell me, wh~t is
wrong with National Football
Who'R The Dues'
League running back Ricky
Starting QB?
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers
Williams? Doesn't he care
about money? I know he cares have more quarterbacks than
about playing football. Ricky Carter got little liver pills.
lovE.'s to smoke marijuana as
But is i\ny of them capable of
mucJl as he loves playing toot- leading the Bucs into the playball.
offs. Bru·c e Gradkowski
The NFL suspended him for ended the season as the Bucs
all of last reason. The reason started. Chris Simms is
was he tested positive for mm·- healthy, and signed to a brand
ijuana. He recently applie«J for new contract.
.reinstate.ment. It is questionThe Bucs brought in Jeff
able whether or not he will b.? Garcia who has been around
able to P.laY this se~son. Wl)y? the league, and is speculated
He .te!i;ted, ~itive for marijua- to be the starter. Nobody
na.
knows what Jake Plummer
Ricky is going to smoke his is. up to. Still the question
way. out of football for good. remains: Can any of these
Somebody talk to the guy.
bodies lead the Bucs to the
playoffs?
NBA Draft Coming Up!
Unfortunately, we won't
The National Basketball know before the season is half
Association Draft is coming over.

all

coco
Today's Beauty Unlimited Feature Is as sweet as her name
sounds. We would like to Introduce the lovely Coco. This 21year old Is beautiful, and definitely know what she wants out
of life. Coco admits that she is a flirt who loves to shop and
listen to music. She Is currently studying to become a property appralser. ·When it comes to the t}tpe of guys she likes,
Coco says they must love to travel, be financially stable,
intelligent and have a great sense of humor. Congratulations
to the stunning Coco on being this week's Beauty Unlimited
Feature·.

1248 E. HIJisborough Sultelt206
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$1 Million For Bonds'
758th Home Run Ball?

D.ESAGANA PlOP

BROTHER'S
GRAPHICS

6:u""'

If and when Barry Bonde
hits his 75.6 th career home
run to break Bank Aaron's
all-time record, the person
who ends up with the ball will
hit the jackpot.
According to an ESPN
report, an auction house in
Dallas has already offered to
pay $1 million to whoever
gets the record-setting baseball.
"We invite the lucky owner
who delivers this historic
baseball, as verified by Major
League Baseball, to redeem it
for a $1 million bounty at a
Dallas news conference within 15 days of the recordbreaking homer," Chris Ivy,
drector of Sports Auctions for
Heritage Auction Galleries of
Dallas, told ESPN.
Bonds has hit 11 home
runs already to raise his
caret-r total to 745. He needs
just 11 more to break the
record.
"The baseball that sets the
mark could truly be considered 'priceless,' but we expect
that $1 million dollars will be
very ·tempting to the fan who
catches that ball." Ivy sai{i . .

DALLAS - The .Dallas
Mavericks exercised their
option on center DeSagana
Diop on Friday, keeping
him wi,th .t he team for the
third and .final year on his
contract.
The 7-foot, 280~pound center .averaged 1,8.3 minutes
with 2.3 points, · 5.4
rebounds and 1.4 blocks' in
81 regular-~eason games
with the Mavericks, including nine starts.
l'oll ~ho\\ ... ~haq> Hal'ial
Diop ~igned as a fre~
l)j, idt • .\hout Bond-.
agent with the Mavericks in
2005 after' four seasons with ·
WASHINGTON - · Only
the Cleveland Cavaliers,
about four in 10 basebali fans
are rooting for Barry Bonds
who mad.e him the eighth
to break the career home run
pick ofthe 2001 draft. ·
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BARRY-BONDS

record and most think he
knowingly took steroids,
according to a poll showing
stark racial divisions in how
the San Francisco Giants'
slugger is viewed.
Still, most fans think
Bonds should end up in the
Hall of Fame . He has 10
homers this season and 744
lifetime - 11 shy of Hank
Aaron's record, one of the
most revered in sports.
In the poll by ABC News
and ESPN, 37 .percen~ said
they are rooting for Bonds to
break Aaron's record, while
52 percent .said they hope he
falls short and 11 percent hnd
no opinion. Twenty~eight percent of whites and neal"lv 75
percent of bln.c ks said they
were hoping Bonds SliCC<>t'd$.
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Tiger Finally Finds His
Putting Stroke At Players

>

Tank .Johnson
Released
From .Jail

~ --PONTE
en
Tiger

VEDRA BEACH
Woods ended a
~ frustrating week at the ·
1- Players Championship with
a smile on his face and a ,
sparkling 5-under~par 67 on
Sunday.
Woods finished at evenpar 288, tied for 37th. Phil
Mickelson won the tourney.
The putts finally began to
drop for the world's No. 1
player, who covered the last
14 holes at the Tournament
Players Club at Sawgrass in
7-under. ·
Woods struck a superb
six-iron to 10 feet at the parfive 16th to set up his first
eagle of the week.
"I didn't play that much
better today, but I had a run
~ from five through 12 where .J
c one-putted every hole,"
it Woods said.
1&.
"Overall, I've probably hit
~
ball better this week

TIGER WOODS

than I did last week but
didn't putt anywhere near as
good," said WoQds, who won
last week's
Wachovia
Championship.
"I had 12 lip-outs this
weekend, and I've hit so
many good putts this week
that have grazed the lip.
Today I went for a more
aggressive approach, and
they just happened to go in."
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Johnson In No Rush To
Sign With New Team

w
OAKLAND, CA ->
w Keyshawn Johnson isn't in
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a . rush to make a decision
about where he will play
next season after being
released by the Carolina
Panthers.
"I'm relaxing in 88-degree
weather
in
Southern
California," Johnson said
Friday in a telephon·e interview. "I'm just chilling .
There:s no sense. of urgency
on this end."
There are plenty of teams .
that figure to want one of the
game's better possession
receivers, including the
Oakland
Raiders
and
Tennessee Titans. Johnson
said he's open to talking to
any team and said he'd be
interested in any team that's
interested in him.

KEYSHAWN JOHNSON

"Any time you can play
football, most situations
interest you," he said. "You
listen to everything. It's a
process. You take the information and process and see if
things are a fit. I don't know
where anybody's process is or
where they're heading."

3602 7th Avenue • Tampa, FL
241-2301 or 247-3719
Keys Made
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69¢ and Up

Latex Flat White Paint .......... $5.99gal.
Oil Outside White Paint ...•.... $11.99
Roller Pan Set ......................... $2.49 -: .-,.,..,-•
3 .. Brushes ................. ~ ...............99¢ ea.

SALE PRICES OOOD
~ - LIMIT 2 WITH THIS AD ONLY!!

:!
~

CHICAGO - Bears defensive tackle Tank Johnson
was released from jail
Sunday after spending two
months behind bars for violating parole in a 2005
weapons case.
Wearing a red baseball cap
and white T-shirt, Johnson
walked out of Cook County
Jail smiling broadly. He did
not speak to reporters before
getting into a sports utility
vehicle and leaving.
He was released on good
behavior after serving half
his four-month sentence. The
25-year-old player is to have
a hearing with NFL commissioner Roger Goodell on
Wednesday in New York and
could face a multigame suspension by the league.
Johnson's jailing in March
stemmed from a Dec. 14
police raid on his Gurnee
home, where authorities
found six unregistered
firearms.

Floyd Says
Oscar 'Can Call
Me' About
Rematch
NEW YORK
Retirement by definition is final.
Let's be honest and say
F I o y d
Mayweather
Jr. is taking a
OSCAR DE
vacation.
The unoffi - LAHOYA
cial pound-forpound king said before his
12-round, split-decision victory over Oscar De La
Hoya on Saturday that he
would hang it up for good
afterward. But he hedged at
a post-fight press conference
and said during a whirlwind
media blitz in New York on
Thursday that he's waiting
for De La Hoya to call for a
rematch.
"We had a good fight,"
Mayweather said, chomping on a sandwich at HBO
headquarters. "I think that
number two would be even
better, because we can fight
toe-to-toe. And I rea lly have
nothing else to prove in this
s port."

Titans Cornerback
Caught Speeding Days
Before Appeal Hearing
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -Adam "Pacman" Jones
promised in a full -page ad
that he had learned a lifetime
of lessons in recent weeks.
The Tennessee Titans' cornerback may have had a hard
time convincing NFL commissioner Roger Goodell that
really is true.
Jones met Friday in New
York with the man who suspended him from the NFL for
the 2007 season for conduct
detrimental to the league.
The cornerback appealed for
leniency during his second
meeting with Goodell since
April3.
But Goodell went into the
hearing knowing Nashville
police ticketed Jones for
speeding four days before
Friday's hearing. League officials declined to comment ,
and a decision was not
expected Friday.
Jones' lawyer, Manny
Arora, accompanied the player, but declined to comment
after the hearing.
Jones and his attorneys
argued the suspension for 16
games was "unprecedented"
in its harshness for someone
who has not been convicted
despite five arrests and 10
incidents in which he has
talked with police since the
Tit.ans drafted him in 2005.
In a 24-page letter to th e
league la st week , they
detailed at least 283 arrests
since January 2000 in which
none of the players involved
had been suspended for a full
season . The letter also said
Jones, whose own arrests
weren't on the list, could take
the league to court.
His latest incident only
involved a traffic cita tion,
which included not having his
driver's license.
Jones was stopped at 12:45
a.m. Monday on Interstate 65
heading into downtown after ·

Adam 'Pacman' Jones
stands next to his lawyer,
Roger May, during a court
appearance in Murfreesboro,
Term in this Jan. 11,2007.

an officer clocked him on
radar at 79 mph in a 55 mph
zone. Jones was driving his
red 2004 Cadillac XLT he
bought at police auction last
fall.
Police seized the Cadillac
last spring in a drug bust.
The car was not registered to
Jones then, but he told a
local TV reporter he had
loaned the Cadillac to someone for a music video. Police
called the. man who had the
car the main target of their
investigation.
That can't impress Goodell,
who warned both Jones and
Cincinnati receiver Chris
Henry, suspended for· eight
games, when the suspensions
were announced April 10.
"I must emphasize to you
that this is your last opportunity to sal vage y our NFL
career," Goodell wrote in letters to the players .
Jones' punishment stemmed from arrests in February
for obstruction of police in
Georgia and public intoxication and disorderly conduCt in
August 2006. Goodell also
wasn't happy Jones failed to
report the February arrest .
and a March arrest for · marijuana possession, which was
later dismissed.

TAlVIPA BAY BUCCA.NEERS

2007-2008 Football Season
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov.4

I
No''· 18
Nov. 25
Dec. 2
Dec. 9
Dec. 16
Dec. 23
Dec. 30

@Seattle Seahawks
New Orleans Saints
St. Louis Rams
@ Carolina Pa~thers
@ Indianapolis Colts
Tennessee Titans
@ Detroit Lions
Jacksonville Jaguars
Arizona Cardinals
BYE WEEK
@ Atlanta Falcons
Washington Redskins
@New Orleans Saints
@ Houston Texans
Atlanta Falcons
@ San Francisco 49ers
Carolina Panthers

4:15p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
4:05p.m.
4:05p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
4:05p.m.
1:00 p.m.

I
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
8:15p.m.
1:00 p.m.
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Your Futurescope

TAURUS (Apr. 21- may 21)
Look Listen and learn .
Someone may-be trying to offer
you valuable advice be open to
receive it. Singles you may have
the opportunity to meet someone new. Dress for the occasion
with your usual style.
Affirmation: In the storms of
the day I find comfort inside
myself.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 -Sept. 23)
Putting the world back in balance is your chore today .
Cheerfulness has been a little
lower on the scale than it should
be. You ca·n spread it around lavishly today. Give some to everyone . The more you give the
more you 'll get.
Affirmation: All that I need is
within me.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22.- Jan. 20)
A new, different approach to
an old difficulty comes suddenly
into view . Why not give it a try?
If it feels uncomfortable the first
time, don 't give up. It may only
be that you need practice at this
new method .
Affirmation : I reward mysel
with high opinions of myself.

GEMINI (May n-June 21)
You are in a peak of excellence.
Share your wisdom with other
seekers. All who receive your
word will benefit today.
Happiness rules! Don't waste a
moment of this perfect day on
any negative thoughts.
Affirmation : I calm my emotions by forgetting about the
past. ·

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)
Your vibes are calling to you
today to tliink fondly of all the
love you are now giving and
have given. Love itself makes
you a better you. So act the fool
and love with all your big sunny
self. If things get stressful repeat
your magic word to yourself :
LOVE!
Affirmation : I let my instincts
light my way today.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb. 19)
Matters relating to health need
attention. Prevention is more
valuable than cure. Rest and eat
well today. Your stress will be
lowers by knowing that you do
not have to fix a relationship
that has gone sour. Feel strongly
your independence and your
ability to travel alone.
Affirmation : I let time bring
me the answer to a current problem.

CANCER (June n -July n)
This morning the vibrations
point you toward communicating with your dearest friend . It
will be easy to say the words
you've been wanting to say, and
there is a wonderfully h i gh
chance that your partner will
finally hear your message the
way you want it heard.
Affirmation: Cooperation with
others is the key to success for
me today.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24- Nov. n)
Quit rushing around. You frequently help others so why dre
you troubling over asking for the
help you need today? Ask and
when you rece i ve say Thank
You! You are blessed with many
supportive friends.
Affirmation: I change the way I
look at business today.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 13 -Dec. 21)
LEO (July 23-Aug n)
Your mate has a sweet surprise.
Push . Now is a good time to He or she might be a little timid
push. Your energy is higher than about revealing it unless you
€:ver. Someone might getoffwd- present a very receptive mood .
e'<:f, but you can't please every- Choose your words carefully.
one. Hire a pro for something You will receive good news
~hat you plannec! to do-yourself,
.about a loan or financial investespecially if a expertise is ment.
involved.
Affirmation : I let my words
Affirmation: Th_is day is a gift· reveal the not-so-hidden truth
tHat I desenie. ·
· · - ··
about my being.

PISCES ( Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
Strong vibrations make for a
series of dramatic interactions
with others today. Practice your
art with your heart, and let your
energy carry you upwards to
your best, highest self. Keep
emotions calm .
Affirmation: Success that has
been ·following me is trying to
catch up.
ARIES (Mar. 21- Aprl12o)
If you brought your work
home, you'll have trouble relaxing . A moment of quiet time
with yourself will bring you back
to your center. Your work really
c:an wait! Rest is important to a
busy one like yourself.
Affirmation: I give love an
love gives to me.

ASK DEANNA!

(Real P e opl ~. Real ~ d~ i c e)
True Reality & Cutti n g Edge ~·:is clc,m
Ask Deanna! ls.an advice Lulumn known for its fearless
approach to real ity-based subjects!
Ask Deanna! can be heard
every Sunday on KTYM AM
1460 at ] :oopm in Los Angeles,
CA.

Dear Deanna!
A good friend and I became
lovers and our friendship was
ruined in the process . I had
high hopes that our friendship
was strong enough to bear any
storm . Before we started dati ng I was with someone else
sexually. I became pregnant
and thought I was certain who
the father was. ·we were all
shocked when the paternity
test indicated a third man in
my life. I am torn inside. have
lost my best friend and
become a single parent. How
can I at least get my friendship
back?

·Tammie
Richmond, VA

Dear Tammie:
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You have made a mess of
your life and blazed a trail of
destruction . You should be
embarrassed and ashamed of
yourself with your recreational
sex and loose morals. Your
friendship was lost the
moment you became intimate
and completely killed with
your pregnancy . Right now
your focus is required to raise
your child and get yourself
together. If your friendship is
meant to be then your pal will
return . If not, learn from your
silly mistakes, grow up and
keep it moving.

Ask Deanna Is written by
Deanna M.
Write Ask Deanna!
Email:
askdeanna1@yahoo.com
or write:
Deanna M, 264 S. La
Clenega, Suite 1283,
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
Website:
www.askdeanna.com
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ENTERTAINMENT

Bobby Sues Whitney For
·c ustody Of Bobbl K
·,Just when it seemed all
would be calm and quiet
between Bobby Brown and
Whitney Houston following
their April 4th divorce, the
"King of R&B" snapped out
of a self-proclaimed haze and
realized he was not happy
with his custody arrangement.
Brown is now suing his
ex-wife in_an effort to change
the custody terms for their
14-year-old daughter, Bobbi
Kristina. Houston was
granted sole legal and physical custody after she requested an expedited divorce and
Brown failed to respond by.
the court-apppinted dead-··
line.
In documents filed Apr. 26
in ·o range County Superior
Court, the 40-year-old former New Edition member
says that financial and emotiona} problems kept him
from
responding
to
Houston's divorce petitio~
in time.
"It was no secret that I (as
well as Whitney) had financial commitments which we
could not meet," the suit
reads. "Additionally, after
Whitney and I had separated, I had no where to go and
very little money to live on. I
was, for all intents and purposes, homeless. My marriage had fallen apart, I was
without a home, I had no
money, and I was experiencing legal problems associated
with my child support obligations. It is no wonder that
by the end of 2006 I had
become distraught and
depressed."
Brown also said he was
unable to afford,a plane ticket to Boston to appear at a
contempt hearing on the
delinquent child support for
his two other kids, which
landed him behind bars for

Honorary
Doctorate
At Howard

OPRAH WINFREY

BOBBY BROWN

four days and incapable of
fighting for custody of Bobbi
Kristina. He said Houston
· told ·rum she'd give him six
months to respond to see if
. th~y could reach common
ground.
Upon finding out that
Houston had sought a
defaultjudgment in order to
fast-track the divorce and
win · custody of Bobbi
Kristina, Brown says he
was shocked and, "simply
put, could not believe it."
In Houston's custody
hearing, she told the court
that Brown is "unreliable. If
he says he's going to come,
sometimes he does. Usually
he doesn't." But Brown says
in his filing, "I believe I have
a wonderful relationship
with my · daughter Bobbi
Kris - a relationship that I
would like to see strengthen
and grow."
Brown is seeking shared
custody, child support and
spousal support, and says he
doesn't
believe
that
Houston has provided a
copy of their prenuptial
agreement to the court. He
admits that Houston verbally told him that their
prenup excludes spousal
support, but he says he
doesn't have a copy of the
document.
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Oprah Given
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BECOME A diSTRibUTOR
·
OR Buy IT!

.

ail~
www.drlnkbazl.blz/mbpatty '

Some 2,200 soon-to-be
Howard University graduates looked on as their commencement speaker, Oprah
Winfrey, nearly broke down
while receiving an honorary
doctorate in the field of
humanities.
School President B.
Patrick Swygert presented
her with the honor and
declared her a "citizen of the
universe," adding: "We now
name you a daughter of
Howard University."
"You can receive a lot of
awards in your life, but there
is nothing better," Winfrey
said before pausing in an
attempt to keep her emotions
in check, "there is nothing
better than to be honored by
your own."
She dabbed at tears that
had escaped and accepted a
handkerchief from
Swygert, who later
promised to add it to the uni·
versity's permanent archives.
The talk show host then
launched into a 20-minute
speech that is sure to go
down as one of the most
inspirational in history.
"I'm here to tell you today,
'Don't worry. Don't worry
about it. Relax .... All you
have to know is who vou
are,'" her address began. ·she
spoke of topics familiar to
"Oprah" fans: her roots at a
TV station in Baltimore,
where bosses told her she
was "too black, too emotional," and attempted to change
her TV name to something
more common, but she
refused. Finally, Winfrey
was put' on a talk Show, she
said, to run out her contract.

The Game Arrested
After Search Of
Glendale Home
LAPD arrested The Game
on Friday following a threehour search of his 5,000square-foot Glendale home in
connection with an incident
that took place in February.
According to the Los
Angeles Times, the rapper
was hauled down to the
precinct on suspicion of making criminal threats during a
pickup basketball game at a
park in South Los Angeles.
An LAPD source says the 27year-old is suspected of
pulling out a gun and using it
to threaten another person on

THE GAME .

the~urt.

He was released Saturday
morning after posti.ng $50,000
bail, according to the county
sherifrs
department.
Somehow, TMZ.com got hold
of footage taken of The
Game in the LAPD holding
tank, where he can be seen
flashing a wad of cash and
flashing "the dub" ("W") sign
for "West coast."
Born Jayceon Taylor, The
Game was filmed by Los
Angeles news station KABC-

TV at the time of his arrest.
As he was being driven off in
the back of a patrol car, he
stuck his tongue out at the
camera and said: "I want to
say that I'm not guilty, and I
love California."
·
In November, The Game
was arrested in New York
City after authorities said he
told a cab driver that he was
an undercover police officer, .
persuading him to run a
series of red lights.

Prince Gigs Added
After 21-Run Sells
Out Within Hour
Within days of announcing
his upcoming summer series
of concerts in London, Prinee
and his band were at KOKO
night club 5/lO.giving the
Brits a preview of whars in
store. Within minutes of tickets going on sale for the fii'St
seven of his 21 scheduled
shows, they were all sold out.
The Prinee tickets became
available to the public at 9
a.m. on 5/11. According to
British-based Website NME,
an internet booking site
crashed after it took just 20
minutes for more than
140,000 tickets to be snatched
by fans. Hours later, some of
those £31.21 priced tickets
found their way onto Ebay
listed at five-times the asking
price.
To accommodate the
demand, eight more shows ·
have been added to his first
seven scheduled for the 02
Arena on August 1, 3, 4, 7, 10,
11, and 14. The new dates
will take place on August 17,
18, 28,31 and September 1, 9,
12 and 13.
·
Meanwhile, Prince and his
band played a surprise gig at
London's KOKO
Sporting all black except for
a white hat and white high·
heel shoes, the artist took the
stage at around 11:30 p.m. to
the instrumental ofhis classic
hit, •Gett Off." His set included a few more instrumentals,
plus new tracks, covers, and
songs that showcased his
band, reports NME.

PRINCE

Prince gave the crowd a
huge portion of his greatest
hits, including ·u Got The
Look," "Kiss, • "Cream," "Let's
Go Crazy" and an impassioned version of "Nothing
Compares To U."
PI·incl' To I.aulll'h
Pcrfuna·

·

Prince is set to launch his
own perfume.
The name' of the fragrance,
3121, is also the name of his
last studio album, which was
released in 2006.
According to official site
3121perfume.com,
it's
described as •a kaleidoscope
of rich florals .. .Xquisite (sic),
Mystetious, Xotic (sic)",
The perfume is set to go on
sale on Ju]y 7.
As previously reported,
Prince will perform in
London this summer for 21
nights, kicking off with seven
shows at the 02 Arena Otl
August 1, S, 4, 7, 10, 11, and
14 as part ofthe Earth Tour. .
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MR. GEORGE
F . .FISHER
Homegoing services for Mr.
George F. Fisher of 2409 21st
Avenue, who passed away
Wednesday, May 9, 2007,
will be held Thursday, May
17, 2007, at 11 a. m. at Aikens
Funeral Home Chapel, Rev.
Foster M. Garvin, officiating.
lpterment will be in Florida
National Cemetery, Bushnell,
Florida.
Mr. Fisher was born
October
15,
1913,
in
Hampton, Virginia, to the
MRS. ANNETIE
late George and Rosa Fisher.
MARIE ANDERSON
George was th·e last of 3
brothers born to their- parPOOLE
. ents. George-was~ vetenui of ,_.
the ·unitl!d·'Stat~~ -ATmy. -He
Funeral services for Mrs.
was a very religious man who
Annette Marie Anderson
was generous. George was
Poole, who passed away on
also very kind and a loving
Thursday, May 10, 2007, will
husband and friend.
be held this Friday, May t8,
He leaves to cherish his
2007, at 11 a. m. at New
memories: his devoted wife,
Salem Missionary Baptist
I.eeAnna Fisher; the Roberts,
Church, 405 N. Oregon
Firlow and Moor-man famiAvenue, Tampa, with Rev.
lies; and neighbors.
Henry Lyons, servant/teaThe remains will repose
cher, officiating. Interment
one hour before service time
will follow in St. Mary
on Thursday.
Cemetery, Seffner.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME
Mrs. Poole was a native of
Seffner. She was a faithful
member of New Salem
Missionary Baptist Church
up to and through her illness.
She was a loving and caring
mother and sister. She was
called, peacefully by her Lord
and Sa vi or Jesus Ch l'ist to
her home of etern1ti rest .
She leaves behind to honor
her life: her mother, Julia
Anders(in; 4 beloved children, Jacquline \Voodard
(E_ugene), Clifford Poole. Jr.
(Quand~liaaa),
Bertha
\Villiams, and Arthur Poole
(Teresa); ·to grandchildren ;
Latika Johnson, Shawn
. J .o hnson; Conshairo Johnson, Jernard Johnson,
Clifford Poole, Ill, Anthonio
Poole, Artineese Poole,
Artrecse Poole, Tyven Poole
and Julia Moulton; 9 sib2708 E. Dr. Martin Luther Xing, Jr. BIYCI.
lings,
Betty Benjamin
Tampa, Fl 33610
(Thomas), Selley Anderson,
Pl
Fax (813) 2J1.0521 Jr. (Lisa), Ronnie Anderson
(Charlotte),
Clarence
Anderson (Kathy), Curl Lee
Anderson (Patricia), Timmie
Anderson, Michael Anderson
(Antionette),
Leonard
Anderson
(Angelita),
and
Funeral Hon1c
Bernard Anderson (Valerie);
.fohn '\V. I Iarmon. J •• FD.
special friend, · Dave Brown; a
FREE QUOTES
<>wncr/l'vl anag•·r
host of loving aunts, uncles,
500.2 N. -lOth St.
nieces, ne1,hews, cousins and
626-8600
very caring friends.
Visitation hours for Mrs.
Annette Marie Anderson
Poole are from· 6-8 p. m. this·
Thursday
evening, May 17,
0
200i, at Harmon Funeral
Home, 5002 N. 4oth Street,
Includes
Tampa. The family will
Casket, Limo, Lead Car & Hearse
receive friends from 7-8 p.m.
Morning Glory Funeral (hapel
John Harmon, L.F.D.
236-1309
A HARMON BURIAL.

(81J) 232.a725

Harmon

$1695°

Support

MS. ILENE HUDSON
It's been one yeat· since
you've· been gone and it still
seems like yesterday. Mom,
you at·e truly missed.
Love, your children:
Ronald, Kim, Crystal, Adrian
and family.

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
BABY

Florida
· ·RESI·;·HAVEN
·MEMORIAL PARK

Sentinel

,..15 E;-Jia!lfl!l• Tampa33610
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YahYieh Ben YahYieh
Dies At 71

CHRISTOPHER
TYRONE DALLAS
Together today, gone
tomorrow. Why? I saw·beauty
so deep it engulfed my world.
Why? Now, I wish it was me,
it seems that the only way I
can break free. Why? Time
shared gone, moments forever lost and forever waiting to .
exhale. Why? Afraid of
tomorrow and yesterdays.
Why? Your hands clenched,
head slightly lowered, eyes
closed tightly and thoughts
emptied. Why?
No promises of tomorTow,
no more hearing your soft
sweet voice, no strong shoulders for strength and no life
to continue. Why?
Still
missing
you,
Christopher Tyrone Dallas, st6·t977· .
Your wife, Tasha.

local news.
education

religion
health
sports

family
entertainment
in the

"A Community Pride"

RIP Momma Bernice. You are dearlv missed on this Mother's
Day (every day). Our loss, God's gain.·
Love, your children, Clarencia Sims, a.k.a., April, Melissa .
Wallace and Clarence Gordon, a.ka., Chic.

(J)

business

The

BERNICE JOHNSON

Florida Sentinel
813-248-1921

ed l\·liami neighborhoods.
According to a book on
Yahweh written by former
Miami Herald reporter
Sydney P. Freedberg,
Yahweh was the oldest child
of a minister. He joined the
Nation of Islam before turning
up in Orlando as Brother Love
and eventually finding fertile
ground among the poor and
black in Miami.
Yahweh, called himself a
prophet and wore a turban and
flowing white robes.
YAHWEH BEN YAHWEH
He amassed a real estate and
business
empire worth at least
Yahweh Ben Yahweh, the
South Florida sect leader, has $8 million. He won favor with
died in Miami, his lawyers said prominent local politicians,
who considered him a posith·e
last Tuesday.
Lawyer Ben Kuehne said force for inner city neighborYahweh, 71, died in his sleep hoods. Yahweh and his folovernight. "Cancer is the lowers opened grocery stores,
cause,"
Kuehne said. hotels and ai)artment complexYahweh had been ill with es.
prostate cancer.
Just a month before
The self-proclaimed ''Rlack Yahweh's indictment in 1990,
Messiah," Yahweh based his then-MaYor Xavier Suarez
operation in the bunker-like declared Oct. 7 as Yahweh Ben
Temple of Love in Liberty City, Yahweh Day.
once telling his followers that
In October 2006, after
white people were terrorists Yahweh completed fh·e years
and that unbelievers were dev- of parole, two of his 'lawyet·s,
ils.
Jayne Weintraub and
Convkted of conspiracy, he Steven Potolsky, went to fedserved 11 vears of an 18-vear eral court in an attempt to end
federal pri~on sentence. · ·· ·
his parole. They said the
Born Hulon Mitchell Jr. prostate cancer had metastain Oklahoma, the preacher and
sized and he was dying.
activist moved to South Flol'ida
The attempt to free him
in 1978 and changed his name
ft·om
parole ultimately sucto the Hebrew words for
ceeded, \Vcintraub said
''God, son of God."
A charismatic leader, he Tuesday.
Yahweh had been lh·ing
foltl'lded the Nation of
alone
in ~liami aftt.•r hi~ rl'll':ISl'
Yahweh, boasting thousands
of followers who oftt•n dressed from prisnn .. his lawyl'l'S said.
in \vhite and who once \\'On and hl' had kl•pt away from his
praist• fm· rl'ltabilitating blight- fornwr folhnn•t·s.
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
(General Jurisdiction Division)

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY,
FLORIDA

NOTICE
ATLANTIC SKANSKA, INC
Is committed to providing
opportunities for qualified Local
Business, DM/DWBE Owned
Businesses to participate in the
bidding of the Northwest Regional
V\IRF Expansion in Tampa, FL. on
May 30, 2007. Atlantic Skanska is
an EO Employer. Please fax letters
of interest and include your
Certification or ability to qualify to:

CASE NO.: 05-10121 (E)

c... No.:

~
c

07006411
DMSIONC

BRITTON CAPITAL, INC., ET AL,
Plaintiffs

-vs.-

Jareen Shennan

c
z4(

YOUR PLACE LLC.; OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY and UNKNOWN PERSONS IN POSSESSION
at 802 East Laurel Street, Tampa, Florida
Defendants

Petitioner
And
Arlington Sherman
Respondent

~

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE

NOTICE OF ACTION FOR
DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN pursuant to a Final Judgment of
Foreclosure dated March 9, 2006 and further by Court order, entered in
Case No. 05-10826 (E)' of the Circuit Court of the Thirteenth Judicial Circuit
in and for Hillsborough County, Florida, wherein BRITTON CAPITAL, INC.;
ARONELL. LLC .; JONATHAN and CAROLYN SHAPIR, as Tenants
by the entireties; PHILLIP and ECATERINA TRAUB; PETER GOMEZ;
CHARLES FLAXMAN IRREVOCABLE TRUST; JOHN and TONYA GOMEZ,
as assignees of CITY FIRST MORTGAGE CORP .. are the Plaintiffs and
YOUR PLACE, LLC .; OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY and UNKNOWN PERSONS IN POSSESSION at 802 East Laurel
Street, Tampa, Florida, are the Defendants,

~

I will sell to the highest and best bidder for cash at the second floor, in the jury
auditorium of the Hillsborough County Courthouse, 800 E. Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602, at 2:00 P.M. on the 23rd day of May, 2007, the following
~ property as set forth in said Final Judgment. to wit:

..J

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
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Atlantic Skanska, Inc.
Attn: Anne Welngartz
Fax: 678-460-2638
Phone : 67~2600

REaUES~

005-07
HUMAN
RFP
RESOURCES AND PAYROLL
INFORMATION SYSTEM (HRIS).
Responses are requested to be
submitted by July 10, 2007
at 2 :30 p.m. Non-M<~ndatory
Pre-Proposal
Conference:
May 31, 2007 at 1:30 p.m. at
the Southwest Florida Water
Management District, Governing
Board Room, 7601 Highway 301
North, Tampa, Florida 331376759. Product Demonstrations:
August 27 through 31, 2007
at Southwest Florida Water
Management District, 2379 Broad
Street (U.S . Hwy . 41 South) ,
Brooksville, Florida 34604-6899.

Copies of all court documents in
this case. including orders , are
available at the Clert of the Circuit
Court's office . You may review
these documents upon request.

PAT COLUER FRANK
AS CLERIC OP THE
CIRCUIT COURT

Dated April18. 2007.

Hillsborough CounlJ, Florida

PA.TFRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT

By: lei SANDRA GLENNON
DEPUTY CLERIC

By: It/BRENDA DUDLEY
DEPUTY CLERK

Specifications
may
be
obtained for a fee from the District's
website
Internet
at
hHp:/twww.watermaHers .org/procurement

or purchased from the PurChasing
Office . Southwest Florida Water
Management District, 2379 Broad
Street. Brooksville, FL 34604-6899,
or by calling 352-796- 7211.
extension 4132, or 1-800-423-1476
(Florida only) or TOO ONLY
1-800-231-6103 (in Florida).
Respondents requesting packages
through the District will be charged
copying and shipping/handling
costs in accordance with District
Policy 13-2- Administrative Fees.
The Distrid reserves the right to
reject any or an responses received
with or without cause.

1-800-679-7042 Ext. 0251
f FREE Rent f
Looking 4 Live In Person
To Run Home Daycare
Must Have 30 Hours Day
Care, 5 Hour Literacy,
CPR-first Aide For Children

(813) 476-9522
Ask ForTe
LALS Inc.
Experienced Live-In
Caregiver Wanted
Weekend Caregiver
Fri 7p.m. - Mon 7 a.m.
Phone (813) 3n-5574
Or Fax Resume

(813) 672-1659
alockhartprovider@yahoo.com

*** Cleaning Jobs ...
Immediate Openings
For Part-Time .&
Full Time Cleaning
& Floor Technicians
Also Experienced
Janitorial Supervisors
Must Have Clean
Criminal Background

Call(813)267-5343
Betweel) 6 A.M. & 8 A.M.
PAINT DEPARTMENT
Mil-Spec Painter For
Precision Mac..,ining Co .. 1ST
Shift, Shift 40+ Hour Per
Week. Musf Have Painting
Experience, Ability To
Maintain V.O.C. Log. Apply
In Person At:

H & S Swansons'
Tool Company
9000 68th Street North

Pinellas Park, FL 33782

Steven II. Long
C.P.II. CPCII. CPPO
Contnlc:talllnager

I

-----

~

--- ------- ~

MPLOYMENT
~--

-------

Riverview Area
Child Care Needed For

Infant In My,Homo.
Referencesl8ackground
Check Required
Weekly Cash Pay

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE

Of$100.00

$8.00 - 1-20 WORDS AND 50¢ FOR EACH ADDITIONAL. WORD OVER 20
THIS PRICE IS EACH TIME YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD

Great Opportunity For
Retired Mom

PUBLICATION DEADLINES:
Tuesday Edition - Friday @ 3:00 p.m.
Friday Edition ·Tuesday @ 3:00 p.m

FOR PROPOSAL

Competitive sealed qualifications
will be received by the Southwest
Florida Water Management District,
Brooksville. Florida , and publicly
opened at the specified time for:

YOU ARE NOTIFIED that an
action has been filed against you
and that you are required to
serve a copy of your written
defenses, if any, to it on Jareen
Sherman , 2257 E. Osborne
Avenue, Tampa, FL 33610 on or
before May 28, 2007, and file the
original with the clerk of this
Court at 800 East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33102, before service
on Petitioner or immediately
thereafter. If you fall to do so, a
default may be entered against
you for the relief demanded
in the petition.

call1-800-955-8n1 .

National Mortgage/Real
Estate Firm Seeks Am_bitious
Career Minded People.
Full Training, FT/PT
S5k - S8k Per Month

If Interested Call

TO: Arlington Sherman
Address Unknown

Lots 3 and 4. Block 23, less right of way and together with beginning at
Northeast corner of Lot 4, Block 23, run 89", East along North boundary 2.50
feet thence Southeasterly along arc of a curve to the left 114.39 feet radius
4631.66 feet lying Westerly of a chord whose length is 114.38 feet and
You must keep the Clerk of the
bearing South, 1°, East to a point thence South 1°, east 4.70 feet to a point
Circuit Court's office notified of
thence North 400, West 8.88 feet to a point on east boundary thereof thence
your current address. (You may file
North 00, East 112.28 feet to point of beginning in Mobley's Subdivision as
Notice of Current Address. Florida
per map or plat thereof, recorded in Plat Book a. Page 539, Public Records . Supreme Court Approved Family
Law Form 12.915.) Future papers
of Hillsborough County, Florida, all lying and being in Section 13, Township
in this lawsuit will be mailed to
29 South, Range 18 East. (Folio.1193026.0000).
the address on record at the
deItt's office.
Lot 1, leas road right of way, Block 9 Emery & Simmons Addition to Tampa,
WARNING: Rule 12.285, Florida
accord'mg to the map or plat thereof as recorded in Plat Book a . Page 596,
Family Law Rules of Procedure,
Public Records of Hillsborough County, Florida (Folio 1193069-0000).
requires
certain
automatic
disclosure of documents and
The East 46 feet of Lot 2, Block 9. EMERY & SIMMONS ADDITION TO
information. Failure to comply can
TAMPA, according to the map or plat thereof, as recorded in Plat Book a .
result in sanctions. including
dismisSal or striking of pleadings.
Page 596 , of the Public Recorda of Hillsborough County, Florida
{Folio 1193071-0000).
NOTICE TO PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES. If you are a person
ANY PERSON CLAIMING AN INTEREST IN THE SURPLUS FROM THE
with a disability who needs any
accommodation in order to
SALE. IF ANY, OTHER THAN THE PROPERTY OWNER AS OF THE
participate in this proceeding, you
DATE OF THE LIS PENDENS MUST FILE A CLAIM WITHIN 60 DAYS
a,. entitled at no cost to you, to the
RTHESALE.
provision of certain assistance.
Please
contact the
Court
,n accordance wllh the Americans with Disabilities AD.. pet10nt needing a
dministrator's
A .D.A.
Coordinator, (813) 272-7040, 800
special accommodation to participate in this hearing, should contact
E. Twiggs St., Room 600, Tampa,
.D.A Coordinator not later. than 1 (one) day prior to the proceeding at
FL 33802. wfllin 2 wortting days of
(813) 272-7040 or VIA Florida Relay Service at 1-800-955-ano.·
your receipt of this notice. If you
are hearing or voice impaired

START IMMEDIATELY

813-541-8387

r

NOW HIRING
First Baptiat Church Of
Progreu Village
Encutlve SecretarJ
ToP..- .
Experience

preferred ;

computer literate qualified
In Word, Power Point, Excel
and Microsoft Publishing,
required . t.y ping .. ' skill
of
70
wo~ 
per minute, profess.ional
office
protocol
and
demeanor, responsible for
all
executive
office
communication.

suPPORT THE FLORIDA SENTINEL ADVERTISERS

1

NEW WAGE SCALE
CNA'S
Starting Pay
7-3 $10.00$11.00
3-11 $11.00-$12.00
Great Benefits, 401 k
Raise In April
Pleasant, Courteous
Work Environment
LTC Experience Required

Apply In Person
Delta Health Care

Computer Programmer/Analyst II
The Hillsborough County Health Department is recruiting for
an entry level Computer Programmer/Analyst II (64001801 ).
This position requires education or experience in the areas of
relational database development and maintenance, the
development of surveys and reports generated from survey
data, and the use of web development tools such as ASP or
~Net. In the event of an emergency, employees may be
required to perform emergency operations functions. Apply
online by May 22, 2007, at https://peoplefirst.myflorida.com.
EOE/AANet's Pref/Drug-Free Workplace

1818 E~: ftetcher:

Experienced, Licensed
Stylist Wanted For
Professional Salon
Centrally Located Booth
Rental Or Commission
Call (813) 935-2882
CHILDCARE
Now Hiring Full-Time &
Part-Time Teachers
For Infants, Toddlers,
' And Pre.-K Morning &
Afternoon Shifts Available
Call 813) 903-0090

PRESS
OPERATOR .
NEEDED

Tired Of Being
Broke?

Call1-888-256-0314
Sales Agent Needed
For Travel Agency,
Get Paid Com~ission Only
Per Deal - Weekly Pay
813-273-8140, ..
Leav.~ Narrie
Or Email
jbuchanan2@gmail.com

· TEACHING POSITION AVAILABLE

AB Dick
1 & 2 Color
Experienced
Preferred
Full Time Position

Apply In Person
5205 N. Lois Avenue
Tampa, FL 33614

Progress Village Academy is seeking to
employ a Teacher Assistant to assist in the
implementation of the A Beka Christian
curriculum, working directly with
children and interacting with parents.
Salary is based on experience.
.Contact the P.V:A. office at (813) 677-5988
to ascertain credential information and to
schedule an interview appointment.

MY Transportation, a rapidly growing passenger transportation
provider and leader in the industry, is now offering exciting
opportunities for persons interested in becoming a part of. our
customer focused company. MV will be operating a new service
under contract with Hartline transporting persons in the greater
Tampa and surrounding areas, including Brandon, Temple Terrace
and Seffner. If you are interested in being part of a team providing
a valuable service to the community- look no further!

AVAILABLE
POSITION·S
• Drivers • Dispatchers
• Class A Maint. Techs
• COL Preferred!
• Paid Training Provided!
· • qt~sses Forming Nowl
·For:More lnforma~ion
Call: David Siedentopf

859-803-5337

www.l)lvtransit.corn
An EqiJ~I QppoJ1unlty Employer

All Applicants
• Must Be 21 Or Older
• Must f:teve A Strong Work Ethic And Desire To Help People
• Must Heve An Excellent Driving Record
• Must Be Able To P..s A Drug +Alcohol Scroen And Beekground Cheek

We 'Offer:
• A Poslttve Work Environment
• Opportunity For Growth And Advancement
• Competitive Wege And Benefit Peckeges • Drlvere Stert At S11.7Sihour
• Full Time Beneflte Avelleble, Including Medtcel, Peld Holldeys, Vecetlon, And Life Insurance
• $200 Yeerly Sefety Bonus

PUBLICATION DEADLINES:
. Tuesday Edition Friday @3:00P.M. ----- Friday Edition Tuesday@ 3:00P.M.

Associate Director of Development - Hillsborough
Education Foundation.
This position reports to the
Director of Development and will be responsible for
development aspects relating to identified Foundation
programs. Activities will include development planning and
related activities with the committees involved in supporting
these targeted programs.
Responsibilities will be as
assigned - engaging current and potential donors, civic and
community groups, and recruiting volunteers to support
these areas. This individual will also have responsibility for
specific fundraising initiatives.
Requirements: High energy level and ability . to develop
cr.eative approaches.
Excellent written, ii'l.terpersonal,
presentation, and multi-tasking skills.
Ability to work
independently and as part of a team. Conege degree
required.
2-5 years experience in fundraising or
experienced in sales with some knowledge and experience
in fundraising. Bi-lingual a plus. Proficient in Microsoft
Office software.
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Send
resume
and
salary
requirements
to:
mmarrs@educationfoundation.com or fax to 813-231-1905.
The Hillsborough Education Foundation is a charitable,
non-profit organization. We offer a competitive salary, good
benefits, medical and life.insurance and retirement benefits.
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3502 Lindell Avenue
31212 - Brick

Good Condition, Fenced
Shop In Backyard
100% Fi~ancing If Needed
Call (813) 270-1188
All Credit Welcome

412 & 1/1
With In Ground Pool & Spa
No Credit Check
Also Available
3 & 4 Bedroom Ho.nies
Move Today!
Owner Will Assist
With Financing
. (813)' 630-9827
Temple Terrace Duplex
$168,000.00
North Tampa Duplex
Temple Terrace Duplex
$145,000.00
$132,900.00
Brandon Triplex
$259,000.00
Home Run Real E.a tate Inc.
Ainsley Daux
Licensed Realtor
(813) 546-1954
www.dauxflorldahomes.com

5 Bedroom
Bank Foreclosure! $63,600!
Only $505/Monthly!
5% Down 20 Years
At8%APR
For Listings 800-366-9783
Ext. H489
Palm River
3/2/1 - Newly Renovated
Block, CHA
Great Neig~Qorhood
No Money Down
$1,500/MQnthly
Call (813) 716-8252
Temple Terrace
3/2 Block
With Garage
Screened Lanai
Tile Floors! I!
$170,0000BO
Central Tampa
412 Plus Studio Home
Huge Pool And Spa
Huge Rooms
Or
4/2 Block With Garage Built
In 2001 Newly Remodeled
Walk In Closets
(813) 621-9447
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NEW HOME
4/2 - 1500 Sq. Ft.
Large Bedrooms
Front Porch
Neutral Colors
Great Floor Plan
$160,000-$170,000
Realty Professionals
of Florida
Call Jason 813-766-7253
NEW HOME

~
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4/2 1672 Sq. Ft.
Neutral Colors
Large Bedrooms
Front Porch
Tiled Wet Areas
$184,900

~
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Realty Professionals
of Florida
Call Jason 813-766-7253
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HOME OWNERSHIP
Your Job Is Your Credit
Low Down Payment
Lease 2 Purchase
Irvin (813) 965-5413
HUD HOMES!
4/2- $294/Month!
5/3- $505/Month!
5% Down, 20 Years 8%
For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext. S748
5908 Palm River
4 Bedroom/1.5 Bath
Completely Renovated
New Electrical, Plumbing,
CHA, Also New Roof
$155,000
Call (813) 621-7493
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New Construction
Just Completed

River Grove Area
$165,000

4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
2 Car Garage
2,166 Sq Ft.
Vessel Bowl Sinks
Hardwood Floors
Granite Counter Tops
Stainless Steel Appliances
Builder Pay Closing Cost
$199,000

New Home Being Built
3/2/1 - 1,500 Sq. Ft.
5.5% Interest Rate
$908.00/Per Month
No Dow11 Payment
No Closing Cost
No Credit Needed
1st Time Home Buyer
Program Welcome
But Not Needed

(813) 477-6447
Or (813) 477-6449

Call (813) 270-1188
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2 Homes For Rent

Section 8 Welcome

Beautiful 3 Bedrooms
And 4 Bedrooms

For More
Information Call
Hearken Properties, LLC
813-766-7540
Sulphur Springs

4 Large Bedrooms! 2 Complete
Bathrooms! 1 Car Garage!
Like New Condition!, Good Area!
$1125/Month
$400.00 Security Deposit

Di&count Management Inc.

Section 8 Tenant Wanted

Section 8 Welcome
2 Homes For Rent

(813) 960-4203
Leave Message
1, 2, 3 & 4 Bedroom
Homes Available
Locations All Over Tampa
Low Security Deposits
CALL 813-800-5090
WNW.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM

Temple Terrace Area
Very Nice Condo
2 Bedrooms/1.5 Bath
$750.00 Per Month
Background Check Required

Progress Village
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Fenced, WDH
Carport + Utility Room
$1,100.00 Monthly
$1,100.00 Deposit
Section 8 Accepted
(813) 451-9624

4 Bedroom/2 Bath
Foreclosure!
5% Down
20 Years @ 8% APR

www.dauxflorldahomes.com

Find Out How Much Home
You Qualify For
Call :.aura Williams
Mllllnium Funding Group

2 Duplexes For Sale
4 Each
2 Bedroom/1 Bath

For Listings 800-366-9783
Ext. R592

Home
4 Bedroom/2 Bath

3706 N. 55th Street

Owner VVill Pay
All Closing Cost
And $5,000 Cash Back
At Closing

House for Rent
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, Fenced Yard
$850.00/Monthly
+Deposit

All Fully Rented
Call (1-788) 282-4267

For Fast Friendly
Professional Service

Search All The
Current Listings
Free At:

www .realtormikewilllams.com

2 Lots
50 X 100
$35,000 Each
City Water
Call (813) 477-8447

w

Mike Williams
Signature Realty
Associates

~

(813) 731-7283

Fax Your Ads 24 HRS.
TO (813) 248-9218

~

2806 N. 16th Street

Call 813-766-7540

Call (404) 290-3277

Temple Terrace Area

3706 N. 55th Street

Very Nice Condo
2 Bedrooms/1.5 Bath
$750.00 Per Month
Background Check Required

House for Rent
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, Fenced Yard
$850.00/Monthly
+Deposit

Please Call ·
(813) 624-5625
8213 North
t-fillsborough Lane
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Large Fenced-In Yard
Carpet, Nice Area
Sulphur Springs
$900.00
Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 621-5410
Or (561) 584-1288
Never Rent Again!
Buy 3 Bedrooms- $13,000!
5 Bedrooms- $63,600!
HUD Homes
Avai:able Now!
For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext. 5649

(813) 361-0344
USF
2 Bedroom Townhome
Vaulted Ceiling, Carpet, Tile
NC , WID Hook-up, Patio
Water Included
Section 8 OK
$725.00
Call (813) 220-3633
Town & Country Area
4 Bedroom Pool Home
CHA, Carpet, Tile,
Washer/Dryer Hook-up,
Large Den
Section 8 Welcome ·

l+:t.1Mf)#·1;J!if111
Recieve A Free Giftcard
Home For Rent With Option
To Buy 3/1 + Bonus Room
Fresh Paint, Tile
New Carpet
Quiet Neighborhood
Larg Backyard
Call (813) 735-5456
3007 Ybor Street

4 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Call (813) 500-1351
Or (813) 933-8771

Fenced Bungalow
Available For Rent
Or Lease
To Purchase Option
Section 8 Welcome

Newly Renovated

(813) 395-2059

4 Bedroom/2 Bath Horne

Sulphur Springs Area

Please Call
(813) 382-2718
For More Information

Call (813) 740-0384

For Listings 800-366-9783
.E~t. H489

6502 N. 34th Street
3/2

$1,300.00/Monthly
$250.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

2 Bedroom/1 1/2 Bath
Townhouse For Lease
GatedCommunity
A Low $720.00
Section 8 Welcome
Security Deposit $350.00
$25.00 Applicat~on Fee

Call Rudy
(813) 361-0197

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
W/D Hook-up, CHA
$950. 00/Monthly
$800.00/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted

8415 N. 18th Street
3/1

Call (813) 621-5410
Or (561) 584-1288

(813) 731-7285
Lots For Sale

5 Bedroom
Bank Foreclosure! $63,6001
Only $505/Monthly!
5% Down 20 Years
At8% APR

Call (813) 215-1951

$294/Monthly I

Call Ainsley Daux
Licensed Realtor
Home Run Real Estate Inc.
(813) 546-1954

Belmont Heights Area

Call (813) 503-5321

813-309-9988- Ask For John

First Time Home Buyer's

Section 8 Welcome

4 Bedroom/2 Bath
Central Heat & Air, Fenced
$1 ,000.00/Monthly
Section 8 Accepted

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Nice Family Home
Available Now

Home For Rent
Historical Area
3805 Palmetto Street

Call (813) 234-2314
Or (813) 767-8052
Please A Leave Message

3 Bedroom/1 Bth Home
CHA, Large Yard
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up
Section 8 Accepted
$1,1 00/Monthly

Please Call
(813) 624-5625

i=
~

3/1- 8415 N. 18th St

Available June 1st
3914 Deleull
Spacious 3/1
Large Living/Dining
& Family Room
With Inside UtHity
$995. 00/Monthly
(813) 569-0842

SENIOR LIVING
Hyde Park
From $398.00/Monthly
Utilities Included
A 62+ Community
Close To Local Shopping
(813) 253-2868 · EHO

SUPPORT THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL ADVERTISERS
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DUPLEXE

0

-~
1 & 2 Bedrooms Available
University Area
Low Security Deposits
Call 813-600-5090
IJI/ININ.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM

1105 E. Bird Street
Neat And Clean
1 Bedroom
$450.00/Monthly
$200.00/Deposit
Section 8 OK

3/2- 8603 & 8605 N 15th St
2/2- 804 E Linebaugh St.
Section 8 Welcome
Call 813-766-7540
Section 8 Perferred
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath Duplex
Tile Floors. Large Yard
WID Hook-Up
(813) 230-8968

Call (813) 298-8245
-----'

Apartment
2 Bedrooms/2. Baths
Located In Brandon
Close To All Convenience
Private Backyard
2 Car Parking
$825.00 Per Month
Section 8 Welcome
(813) 473-3746
USF Area
Studios
$425.00/Monthly
Lofts
. $505.00/Monthly
Immediate Occupancy
CALL 813-977-3401
IJI/ININ.R'=ALPROPERTYWORX.COM

BUSCH GARDENS AREA
Section 8 Welcome!!

Tampa Heights Duplex
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Large Kitchen
Close To Downtown
$600.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit
Call (813) 224-9040
Duplexes
Section 8 ONLY
Large 3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Nice Area , WDH , CHA,
Walk-In Closets
Move-In Special
Call John
(813) 789-3879
2102 Palmetto Street
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Utility Room ·With
Washer & Dryer Hook-up
Water Included
$725.00/Monthly

DUPLEX
1504 E. 138th Ave.
· 3/1, CHA, WID Hook-up
$795. 00/Month
$500/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted

Grant Park
3610 North 55th St. #B

Room For Rent
55 Years And
Older Preferred
$120.00/Weekly
$120. DO/Deposit

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$800.00/Monthly
Includes Water,·Trash
Yard Service
Section 8 Welcome
Call Robert (813) 361-0344
Section 8 &
Senior Citizens
Move In SPECIAL!
$ 0 Security Deposit
$720.00/Month (Includes
Water, Sewer, Garbage)
2 Bedrooms + 2 Baths, WID
Hookup, Microwave
Dishwasher, CHA
13113 Leisurewood Place
(Behind University Mall)
Call Marian
(813) 832-9557

I' ;{·X·'M~i i·';l·j H:i if

Duplex- Busch Area

$125.00 Per Week

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
WID Hook-up

+ Deposit, Air Condition

Refurbished Kitchen
Section 8 Welcome
Great Deal

Call (813) 802-4930

Trash Included!!!!

Available Now
Garden Apartment
2204 E. 132nd Avenue

. 3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Nice Neighbors, Large Oak
Tree Charm, 24-Hour
Security. CHA, WID Room,
Located Near Bus Stop And
New Wai-Mart. Rent
Includes W/S/G. No Pets.
Rent $950.00- Deposit
$500.00. Section 8 Welcome
f..

~

Call Jeriy (81~) 956-1061.
Semhtole Heights
Seniors 62+
Now Accepting
Applications For:

Room For Rent

Grant Park
3413-B 53rd Street
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Washer/Dryer Provided
Security Bars, Fans
$725.00 /Month
$725.00 Deposit
Call 813-505-7266
USF Area Duplex
1, Bedroom/1 Bath
.·New Til~ & P~int
. New Appliances
$600.00/Monthly
+ Security Deposit
Section 8 Ok

1& 2 Bedroom Apartments
Controlled Access, Library
And Community Room
With Activities ,
Beautiful Landscaped
Community
Special Accessibility For
Hearing and Sight
Impaired
Well Served By Public
Transportation
Income Restricted

· 2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Very Nice, Qu.iet, WDH,
Newly Remodeled, Quiet
Nice Neighbors
Utilities Included
Credit/Background Check
$750.00/Monthly .
$700.00/Deposit .
Sect1on 8 Welcome

Leasing Office @
202 E. Broad Street
The Oaks at Riverview
(813) 231-7700
Oaksatrlvervlew@verlzon.net

FOR CONVENIENCE
WE ACCEPT VISA,
MASTERCARD
AMERICAN EXPRESS AND
DEBIT CARD
PAYMENT VIA PHONE

(813) 263-6460

(813)'971-5107

. (813) 247-4334
2928 N. 18th Street

Call (813) 223-5214

Call (813) 261-7538
Or (813) 503-0493

Rooms For Rent
Retired Or Older
Working Person

Ron (813) 920-1085
(813) 690-6664

Newly Renovated 1
Bedroom, 1 E3ath, Central
AC, Tile Floors, New
Appliances, Ceiling Fans
$62.5.00/Month, Very Low

813-244-7435

2409 19th Avenue

Call (813) 231-2023
Rooms For Rent
Nice And Clean
CHA, Drug Free
$125 .00/Weekly
$125.00/Deposit
. Call (813) 624-8540
Rooms For Rent
711 E. James Street

1206 East MLK Blvd.

!:

Single Male Preferred

.....

(813) 234-4206

1\,)

......

Room For Rent
$100.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges
Call (813) 285-8141
3104 E. MLK Blvd.
Rooms For Rent
Males Preferred
$500.00 Per Month
Includes Electric And Water
Call (813) 784-0508
Ybor Heights

$400.00/Monthly
$200.00/Deposit
(Negoitable)
Call (813) 349-6565
Or (813) 223-6420

Call (813) 247-4724

(813) 927-2878
West Tampa

ii
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Tarpley's A/C
(813) 238-7884
Cell (813) 541-5010
Sales & Service
New & Used NC
Prices Starting At $250.00

Large Living Room, Cable,
Lights, And Water Included
$225.00 Weekly
$200.00 Deposit
Phone (813) 915-9406

Senior Citizens Preferred
$600.00/Monthly
Includes Washertpryer
Private Bath
Telephone (Local}
And Satellite TV

$500! Police Impounds!
Hondas, Chevys,
Acuras .Toyotas,etc.
From $500'

Clair Mel Area
Room For Rent

Call (813) 273-9187
Or (813) 965-4434

For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext 3695

$125.00 Per Week

Furnished Rooms
· For Rent · ·

Ronda Civic 93 $500!
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Police Impounds
Availaple Now'
Many Makes and Models
For Listings Call
800-366-9813 ext K027

$1~5.00/Weekly

.$ 125.00/Deposit
(404) 839-4629

$0 Down'
Cars From $29/Mo'
36 Months@ 8.5% apr

East Tampa
2 Rooms For Rent

Police Impounds

$110.00/Rent
$11 0.00/Deposit
No Drugs Or
Illegal Activities Allowed

1 Furnished/1 Unfurnished
No Drugs, Utilities Included,
Washer/Dryer Kitchen.
Living Room Access
Near Busline
$500 Down/$500 Month
Per Room

Call Mike
(813) 770-2266

813-416-1184
Or 954-559-2232

Christian Person Has
Rooms For Rent

a:J

c

c:

For LJstingsCall
800-366-9813 Ext K1l62

Call (813) 545-9139

II
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Available Now

$130.00- $175.00/Weekly
Private Bathroom
House Privileges
No .Drugs
Non-Smoker

m

-<

Efficiencies

Room For Rent

z
z
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Buy Police lmpounds/Repos!

Call (813) 516-7719

)>
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Acura Integra 94 - $7001

Clean, Quiet, CHA
No Illegal Activities
Near Ybor & Downtown
No Credit Check
Must Have Job

0

m
<
m

(813) 918-5529

Kitchen Privileges

0

:::0

c

Rooms For Rent
Newly Remodeled Full
Kitchen. Furnished
$80.00-$100.00
Weekly + Deposit
Call (813) 477-7734

+ Deposit, Air Condition

-n

I

m

Kitchen Privileges

Rooms For Rent
$150 Weekly
$100 Deposit Moves You In
. Clean Area

(1'1

0
0

Large Furnished Room
For Rent
$110.00-$140 .00 Per Week
Deposit/Security
+ 1 Week Rent

Nice Quiet R_oom
Nice Area
Utilities Included
Kitchen Privileges
Males 50 Years
& Older Preferred
$145 .00 Per Week/Up

~

For Listings
800-366-9813 ext K456

SUPPORT
FLORIDA THE
SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS
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YOUDESERVEACARTODA Y .COM

Ford Mustang 93

You Are Pre-Approved
0 Down
Sign & Drive
$5,000 Minimum
Trade-In On Your Trade

$9001
Police Impounds
And Repos
Available Now!
Cars Trucks And SUVs

Call Dan
(727) 366-2336

For Listings
800-366-9813 Ext 9398

FREE DENTAL

Never Rent Again!

Adults & Children

Buy 3 Bedroom $13,000!
5 Br $63,600!
HUD Homes
Available Now!

Cleanings, Fillings
Extractions

813-980-9070
~
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Create A Second Income
That Can Exceed Your First
International Company
Expanding No Experie,nce
Required Training Provided
Join Us For Our Next
FREE Business Seminar
In Tampa May 10th
Call (813) 995-2609
To Reserve Your Seat

Karaoke On Demand'
Music For All Occasions
Weddings , Parties,
Graduations, Banquets

Email bobbieemerald@ij.net
bobbieemerald@hotmail.com

c

(Karaoke Also Available)

w

See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.
www . rehabber~superstore . com

(813) 227-9240

~
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4 Bedrooms/2 Bath !
Foreclosures!
5% Down
20 Years@ 8% APR
For Listings Call
800-366-9783 Ext. 5492
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• Flnd·You ACorner And Malle Quick
Monev In ACouple II Hoqrsl .
cast

Pram

$5.00

$2.50

$10.10

$5.00

$15.01

$7.51

$20.00

$10.00

$25.00
$50.00

$200.00

$100.00

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or Not
We Pick Up Any
Junk Metal For FREE!

"We Do Best For Less"
MAC DADDY
Lawn Service
Hauling And
Clean-Up

We Buy Houses

Phone (813) 245-9761

Legal or personal testing
vailable .. Results in just
3 DAYS.'.No Collection Fees
in Tampa . NO BLOODI
Payment options available

The Good, The Bad
& The Ugly

Guaranteed Discount

http ://d n atesti ng so I uti o ns . com

. DNA Testing Solutions
.· 11972'N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000

STOP FORECLOSURES!
You Keep Your Home
Estate Sales
& Lease Options
Call l)s Today!
Home~wn~r c '6nstMant
813-245-2580
813-630-9008

Landscaping, Lawn, Tree,
Sprinklers, Hauling, And
Clean Up Services
Residential & Commercial
Phone (813) 416.,5388

VD'S

We VVill Converty
Your Personal
VHS Tape To DVD
Same Day Service
No Copywright Material
Call (813) 285-4674

All And All
Anything And Everything
Hauling Metals Are
Removed FREE!!!
Also Tree Removal And
Yard Work
Call Chuck
(813) 900-2683

$25.00
$50.00

Call Penny
(813) 621-0163

DNA Paternity Testing

$12.50

$100.00

We Will Buy Your
Junk Cars, Trucks
And Vans

$294/Monthly!

en
·

CALL J.R.
(813) 966-3501 .

Phone (813) 695-2438
Call Bobbie
(813) 285-4674

813-362-5141

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
We Buy Forclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days

Vending Machines
For Sale
Each Machine Holds
9 Snack Foods
3 Can Drinks
& 3 Bottled Drinks
Excellent Profit Potential

For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext. 5490

WE BUY JUNK CARS
AND TRUCKS

POWER-ONE
ELECTRICAL SERVICES
Real Estate Investors
"Buy Homes From
SELLERS IN
FINANCIAL TROUBLE"

.220121st Ave. • Tampa, Fl33605
. [8131 248-1921

We Help With
Financing Tool
Call Marcus Smalls
(813) 625-6699

Need Money?
Law Suit Pending
Car Accidents
Wokers Compensation
Slip & Fall
Get Money In 2-3 Days
No Credit Check
Call (813) 298-4370
Or (813) 917-5521
Licensed

Fast Cash
Mortgage Loans
5 Day Closing! - Purchase
Or Refi's, Investor Loans
Foreclosures, No/Low Credit
Scores (Below 500)
Call Today And Close
. By Next Weeki
Prince & Associates
(813) 217-5668
Website: www.princehouses.com

Irvin (813) 965-5413
For_rul_about._realastate_IIC:Oyahoo.com

Lie #470392

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning
1-3 Rooms
ONLY - $24.95
No Hidden - CHARGES!
N
N

Call (813) 626-7303
(813) 325-4330 Cell

LIJ
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~

SUPPORT THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL ADVERTISERS

MAKE YOUR NEXT
VACATION OR
FAMILY
CELEBRATION
A CRUISE
CALL GLORIA FOR
GREAT RATES IIIII
813-973~1 080
www.thesunandfuncrulses.com

WATKINS PRODUCTS
For Over 138 Years
Avoid Foreclosure
Behind On Payments?
Save Your Credit!
We Can Help
Call Today
(813) 728-4182

Wanted Dead Or Alive
Unwanted Cars
And Trucks.
We Pay Cash!
We Will Come To You
Phone (813) 385-7713

Red And White Liniments,
Vitamins, Aloe Juice, Salves,
Various Gourmet Spices,
And Much More!
Call Today
To Buy Or Sell
(813) 248-0669

----------------------------------------------------------------------------~~
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WATKINS PRODUCTS .
For Over 138 Years
Red And White Liniments,
Vitamins, Aloe Juice, Salves,
Various Gourmet Spices,
And Much More!
Call Today
To Buy Or Sell
(813) 248-0669

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

Micros Short Hair
$65
Micros Long Hair
$85
Body Plaits
$95
Corn Rows
$10~$45
Weaves
$45 $65-

Cash In 3 Days For Your
Vacant
Lands ,
Lots
Or Acreage .

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429

See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.

Micros
Full Sew-In
Kinky Twists
Stuff TwisU Pony

$85 .00
$85.00
$75.00

(813) 227-9240

Readings By Mrs. Green

Jamaican West Indian
Father Samuel
2121 W. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32804
407-841-2787

Tails

And Much More
(813) 924-6931 -Charm

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House
Ready To Sell Promptly

Roots To End
Hair Studio

Call Floyd
813-727-6728

Relaxers

$30.00

Wash-N-Set

$19.00

Full Sew-Ins

$90.00

Walk-Ins Accepted
12941 N. Florida Avenue
Or Call (813) 447-5793
If Your Well
Runs Dry

Problems, Worried
Or Unhappy? I Can And
Will Solve All Problems Of
Life Immediately!
Reunite You Back With The
One You Love
Call For Free Reading
Toll Free
1-888-854-3031
SISTER ROSS
Spiritual Reader
Overcome Evil And Bad
Luck, Cast Love Spells
Good Luck, Health
And Happines~

Call Dave's Well Drilling
& Pump Service
Reasonable Prices At

Don't Be Fooled
By Others

(813) 986-0125
Ask For Dave

Is A Phone Call Away

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

(813) 850-3517

H And T Masonry

Phone (813) 727-6728

Remodeling,
· Sidewalks, Patios,
carpentry, DryWall,
C.er:amic Tile, And Plumbing

Spiritual Worker
1-800-US-2993

WARNING IIIII

Luck, Love,Money
Remove Evil Spells
Bad Luck,'Mtch Craft
Cross Conditions
Unnatural Sickness
Money Blessings Donation
$25.00. Master All Cases
Help In 24 Hours

Since running my "3 Days Cash
For Your Home" ad there have
been reports of other copy-cat
real estate investors trying to
manipulate people with empty
offers of quick cash and fast
closings .
There are few
legitimate Tampa companies
tl'lat can honor such offers .
Rehabbers Superstore is the
real deal. Before you lose
any value in your home ask
the investor to provide
the following :

.. Caii .EII (813) 3.25-4643
Lie .022650

DJ's HOME-REPAIR

·~, _· 8.1,~~~1;7~~: :. :'
Doug Jacksf?..n ·

- ·Give' u"s··~ ·cali.
No Job Is Too Sniiill
Notary Service Drywall
Ceramic Tile, Driveways
Plu""bing Roofing, Home
Additions And Mor~!
Lie# 112779

·

(813) 42·5~5582
(813) 325~706 ' .
Llet181J872

TRYU FIRST
HOME REPAIR
HOME IMPROVEMENT
DOOR LOCKS
BATHROOM REMODELING
ROOM ADDITIONS
WINDOWS REPLACEMENT
ROOF/SOFFIT ECT.
813-643-6594 OR
813~270-2611

Lie.# 16114500002

Rev.Henry Jackson
P.O. Box 17049
Charlotte, NC 28227

Comi11g To TamJHI, FL Soon
Lou/sillllil Prophetess

Known Around The World
As The Best' If I Can't Help
You , It Can't Be Done.
Specializing In Court Cases,
Jinx Removal From The
Body , Restores Health ,
Happiness ,
Peace ,
· Love And Finances.
Remember "With God All
Things Are Possible".
If You Truly Want To Be
Delivered , Meet Me At The:
Ramada Inn
11714 Morris Bridge Road
Tampa,FL
813-985-8525
I'll Be In Tampa On The
8TH & 9TH of June 2007
See You There!

,
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2) Proof of Funds: Ask them to ·
prove they have the cash to
clo~e . quickly. Many investors
use a "Quick Cash - Fast
Closing" ta.ctic to get you to sign
on the line, then they run
around town trying to find
someone to buy their contract.
3) Occupational License: Are

they legitimate? Ask for
a
copy of their occupational
license.
At the Rehabber's Superstore
we have the cash to buy, and
we can close all deals in 3 days.
More importantly, w.e can
creprovide you with our
dentials. See our full page ad In
the Florida Sentinel to learn
more, or visit our website at:
www.rehabberesuperstore.eom
(813) 227-9240 Kenny Rushing

SUP.PORT.THE F.LQRIDA SENTINEL ADVERTISERS

Trash Cleanup , Tree Trimming
And Removal , Or Any Other
Hauling. Cheapest Rates .
No Job Too Big Or Small

Including Furniture Removal

Bookkeeping, Accounting And
Payroll For Small And
Mid-Sized Businesses
Taxation - 1040; 1065; 1120;
990; 709
Employment Tax
~44 ; 941;940
Frae Consultation

Missionary Gall Ned
Pra~·~

fnr penple nerywhere,

~he Will horn aiRed h~· Gnd. she
hn~ helped people from 1111 wulks
nfllfe.Whut Is ~·nur problem?

Call Prayer Line:
225-774-7607
or
Write P.O. Box 29
Bnkcr, LA 70714
FOR CONVENIENCE WE
ACCEPT VISA
MASTERCARD,
AMERICAN EXPRESS
AND DEBIT CARD
PAYMENT VIA PHONE

(813) 860-5947
24-Hour Service
UctSP13104
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We Buy And Sell Houses
In This Area
Top Dollar I Can Help U Avoid
Foreclosure Or Refinance
Brenda (813) 238-8833
Sage Properties
Group,LLC
"T1

Need to Sell Your House?
Cash Deals in 3 Days !
www.sellpromptly .com
Call Floyd 813-727-6728
DON'T LET THOSE
OTHES.GUY~ STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
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Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

rr-

See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.

z.

We Buy Houses
The G.ood, The Bad
& The Ugly
STOP FORECLOSURES!
You Keep Your Home
Estate Sales &
Lease Options
Call Us Today!
Homeowner Consultant
813-245-2580
813-630-9008

EMERGENCY
Jacks $25.00 & Up
Phones -Fax- Cable
Wiring Repair

~

......
(J1

fl j :lip g.11fi ill

(813) 227-9240
SimPlY Tax
3502 N. Nebraska Ave .
(813) 333-6773

1!:

Call (813) 285-4674

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

1) References: Ask to talk with
people who have recently sold
them their home.

REPAIRS &
INSTALLATION.
For.Your Home Or Business
Multi-Skilfed 3s::Y~a(~,. 1,.
Expenence
·· ·
- '~Handy ' Sarh ·
Can Do It For You"

Identify Problems, Discover
Situations And Set Goals
That Will Turn Your Life
Around, Towards god ,
Candles, ,Oils, Sprays,
Incense, etc. Sold Here
Sister Harvey
Call (813) 249-1199
Or (813) 500-0807

www .rehabberssuperstore .com

$35 .00
Cornrolls
$25 .00 & Up
Sage Properties
Group, LLc_.

SPIRITUAL READINGS

If Your Well
Runs Dry
Call Dave's Well Drilling
& Pump Service
Reasonable Prices At
(813) 986-0125
Aak For Dave

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT -RATE
$8.00- 1-20 WORDS And 50¢ FOR EACH
ADDITONAL WORD OVER 20 THIS PRICE IS
EACH TIME YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD

PUBLICATION DEADLINES:
Tuesday Edition Friday @3:00P.M.
Frida~ Edition Tuesday @ 3:00 P.M.
Fax Your Ads 24 HRS.TO (813) 248-9218
Or EmaU ledwarda@flaentlnel.com
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· BUSI.NESS DIRECTORY
ATT.O RNEY

ATTORNEY
The Law Offices of

WARREN

DAW'S ON
ATTORNEY AT lAW
• Personal Injury
• Wrongful Death
• Criminal Law

ATTORNEY

WHIDDEN BROWN

BRYANT A SCRIVEN, ESQ.
•
•
•
•
•

ALL FELONIES
• DRIVER'S UCENSE ISSUES
ALL MISDEMEANORS • ALL PERSONAL INJURY CASES
DUI
• DIVORCE
VOP's
• DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
DRUG CRIMES
• MODIFICATIONS
CALLI ca1J) 454-41a1
AVAILULI 2417 I CONSULTAnONS AVAILABLI
3111 W. Dr. M.L KING BLVD. STE. 100, TAMPA, FL 33607

llond Molioll•
l,robuliun ViohatioiL.;
UruJ.: orrcn~e.~

State and Federal
(813)

Fraudffhcrt
l~omicidc/Violrnt
Crime
!1111/lll'l

272 • 2200

App ~·:1 l s

3.X)O
3 . ~0()

402 East 7th Avenue. Tampa, FL 33602

Fr~·..: lnr<,nn~litJil

~~~!:·~~r ~~:ci.::!~ ~~!.·~ i~~~;~~: ~.~~~·~!!~,~~~,':;~·:.:: .!;~'::'~~rt;~;rc~xc~~·:;rl'!:~;~;:~:!:.:.

.

Criminal Defense

Sex Offt:ILR..;;

Serving Hillsborough . Pasco and Hern ando County

ATTORNEY

P.L.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
MIAMI -TAMPA

CRIMINAL DEFENSE • FAMILY • PERSONAL INJURY

Cunu·ming_<flaJ.ilit.:ati~!n."' l.t

E'F":ri~· nu: A\:.t.ilahh:

Upun

l<~.·qul.·-.,t. ' !11~.· ll irin~ Of.\n
lk·f<Jr~.· You

r\ llunh·y hAn llllJXJ rlanl Dt•cl\r ou llu t Snuuld Nut lk (b."K.·d Soldv U(XJil ..\dr(• fli~.:nh:lll.\ .
Dl·dd~.·. A~ ~ U~i To Sl·nd You Frl~l' Wtilkn lilfomlalitlll.

ATTORNEY

• Bond Motions
• Felony • Misdemeanors
• Traftic • \Va rrants • VOP
• Personal Injury
Jill W.MLKSte. IIHITampa,FL

~
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(813) 774-1800
~ t.:hud;gn.:cndif' hotmailx om ~
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1112 E. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33602
info@jjhlaw.net

813.229.9300
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JOYNER & JORDAN-HOLMES

0

PERSONAL INJU~Y I WILLS & ESTATES
BUSINESS I REAL ESTATE I MEDIATION
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(813) 223-1200

State & Fed. W. C. Claims
* Certified by Michigan State University
* All Job-Related Injuries
* Change Treating Physicians
• Collect Back Pay
* Hostile Worl< Environment
* W.C. / Race Discrimination
FREE CONSULTATION!
(Except For Pure Trtle VII CasH)

220 E. Madison Street • Suite 1207, Tampa, Fl33802

The tiring of a lawyer Is an imp011ant decision and should not be based upon adovef11soments.
Belono you decide, astc us to send you free wrtnen lnfonnation atou1 our qualitlcatton and exptttance.

Vlat us otHine •tJWWW.FORDLAW.ORC. (Fonnwli.S. Anny JACC Attorney)
Tb• hiri .. e( • .. • TIT is •• D,.rt. . t 4ffi:JMn tiMI • beuW nel .. ~ ..u t'd
d«id•. eJttU le ..M
''" •ThkR IDf•r•••ieu •bMU •ur
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Call (813) 248~1921
Ask For Keith
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BONDSMAN

Charles Russell
BAIL BONDS

1.1.

3414 E. 7th Ave., Tampa

...

IL BONDS

Hillsborough County

(813) 247-5092
.

24 Hour
Dependable Service

(813) 248·9229

BONDSMAN

Polk County

328 Dorsett Ave. • (863) 678·0
Lake Wales, FL 33853
Toll Free 1·877-437-2663

SECRETARIAL SERVICES

r·- ,. Q

Free. Your .Body! .
~Your Mmd W1ll Follow

Lockley's Bail Bonds
Annie M. Lockley • Agent I Owner
7402 N. 56th Street
Suite 810 •
FL

BONDSMAN

GEORGE E. SHAW

Courteous
&Confidential

a:

0

BONDSMAN

13) 980..1600
624-5625

FREDDIE WILSON
Managing General Agent

5006 E. Broadway
Cell (813) 300.9107
. John3:1S
!'or God so lcMd 1M~ thlt He ...
his onlr beslotMn Son. I I I I I - blllewlttlln hbrt should nat l*bh. but~~

..tatlftllllt.
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4412 LURLINE CIRCLE* TAMPA, FL
(813) 325-7368 * maryhuffft"@yahoo.com

**********

Church Group Discounts
CHU.. D CARE CENTER

Member Of The Brandon Board Of Commerce
Member Of The CLIA (Cruise Line International Association)

IRS CONSULTANT

HAIR SALON

FOBIIEB
IRS AGENT!!!
6:30 A.M. -6:30 P.M. • Mon. -Fri.

A/I IRS Matters

"T1

Over 20 Years Experience

0

:c

B. B. lllclntosb, LLC

l>

Lie.- #593575731
After Schoolers
1 • Pre·k
Breakfast, Lunch & Snacks

E11rolled Agetll

,

MORTGAGE

PEST CONTROL

~ ALL~~:~~~J~,~=,~'IlCES
CONSOLIDATION • REFINANCING

e NO APPLiCATION FEE

€t
it.'OH

"''/r(f

YOLANDA Y. ANTHONY
Licens@d Mortgage Brol<er

FHANAICONVENTIONAL LOANS

400 E. Or. MLK Blvd • Ste. 103 •Tampa, FL 33603 • E·mall: yolandalntpa@aol.com
(813) 223~151
546-3926

PEST CONTROL

Robert L. Forde
Sales Manager

PODIATRIST

;; Ingrown Nails
.... : Wound Care
~~ Heel Pain
00 Bunions I Hammered Toes
~,., Diabetic Shoes I Socks I Orthotics
o..: Most lnsurances.Accepted
VV Commitment To Excellence

Contact Us For Easy, Affordable Access To A Podiatrist:
www . AccessFootC::~re . com

1-866-435FOOT (866-435-3668)
lown - N -Country • 6101 Webb Hoad • Suote 309

()nlu~g
_ _......---_
I
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LIST with BEGGINS
2101 W. Platt St.
Tampa, Florida 33606

Office (813) 658-2101
Fax(813)258-5577
Mobile (813) 326-1877

WillieDudley@Century21 Beggins.com
W9M.C21 o"ll~l""""""'·

WE BUY HOUSES
Willie Dudley [])
REALTOR"
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And
Will Negotiate For You
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Fax: 813-984-8324
E-Mail :
macmcintosh@worldnet.att.net
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m Fungal Skin Infections/Fungal Nails

REAL TOR
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Your Power Of Attorney
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411115 E. h ·m Stn·l'l • l'ampa. Fl. JJfliU
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Subterrane~~ Termite Treatment Crawl ~~
$499.00 (Feb. Only)
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Sage Properties Group
Facing Foreclosure?
Payments Behind?
Need To Sell Fast?

i'

Call On Floyd to Help
He Will Keep Real
Cash for Your House
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Revvard For 'c.l's' Ki.l ler Grovvs
Ms. Lucy Mills is so gracious for the outpouring of support she's received from the
community. Her grandson ,
Cedric "CJ" Mills, was shot
to death in the front yard of his
parents' Carver City home on
April25th, and the suspects
responsible remain at large.
Ms. Mills had stated she
believes those responsible had
been stalking her, but she's
since recanted that statement,
saying it was made out of grief
for her grandson, and no one
has been following her or members of her family.
Since the announcement of a

Wednesday
Senior Citizen Day
20% Off Any Purchase

(8:13) 247-1053
3807 N. 29th St.
Tampa,·FL 33610
www.dezllnen@aol.com

Mon.- Sat. 10-7 • Sun. 1-6

CRIME

9241 N. 56th St., Tampa, FL
M-F 8:30A.M. - 5:30 P. M. • Saturday 9 A.M.- 1 P. M.
(813) 985-0033 • Fax: (813) 988-8980

On Monday, the trial of
Phillip Austin, 19, began in
the December 2004 robbery
and shooting at a Subway
Sandwich Shop.
Prosecutors are alleging
Austin shot Danielle Miller
and another clerk when he and
two accomplices were robbing
the restaurant . Miller died
from her wounds. but the other
clerk survived.
Austin's accomplices in the
incident entered plea bargains
and are already serving time in

0
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You're A-OK \\"ith Ls

z<(

DUI Friendly,
Hardship License,
Suspended License,
State Filing SR-22
Owners and Non Owners
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Trial Begins For Alleged Shooter
In SubY#ay Shop Robbery

Low Rates Friendly Atmosphere

~

a:

will lead to the arrest of CJ's
killer, the amount has risen
from $1,000 to $2,500.
"From the support we've been
getting, it may go even higher,"
said Ms. Mills who raised CJ.
"So . many people knew and
loved my grandson. He was
really something special."
Tampa police and homicide
detectives are continuing to
interview witnesses and going
over evidence in the shooting.
· They are also still trying to
locate the suspect . vehicle,
CEDRIC "CJ" MILLS
described as a newer model
Chrysfer Sebi:jng with dark tintreward for information th~t ed windows.
·

Lowest Rates In Town
\1 I 0 I '- 'd R \ ' t I

,\

I 0 \ 1\ II IU I \ I

\ l I0

0

w

PHILUP AUSTIN, JR.
prison.

. Prosecutors have said they
will not seek the death penalty
in the case, because they don't
believe it would stand in a
court of appeals.
Austin was charged with
carjacking, armed burglary,
aggravated battery with great
bodily harm, leaving the scene
of a crash with injury, robbery,
kidnapping,
aggravated
assault, tampering with evidence, first-degree murder,
and attempted first-degree
murder.
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N. Rome Avenue • Tampa Florida
Bus: 813.930.2988 Fax: 813.930.2929
Web: http://www.tnnacademy.org

FREE!

FREE!

***** *****

FREE!

*****

*****

FREE!

*****

FREE!

*****

Tvvin Brothers Flee After Murder

FREE!

*****

*****

BEING OFFERED BY
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Pre-K, Inc.
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w

6815 N. Rome Avenue
Tampa, Florida 33604
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Have Fun learning During The Summer While Participating In A Free
MONTESSORI PROGRAM

0

Please Call (813) 930-2988 For More Information
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Medium Stem r40cmJ
Assorted Colors
One Dozen

$19.97

Solid Colors
One Dozen

U)
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One Doze.n

Come Visit Our NewlY
Remodeled Store In Beautiful

r·srand' Flowers
1520 E. 7th Avenue • Ybor CitY
(813) 241·0100 (800) 878-3990

$29.97

Loni! Stem rsocmJ
Assorted Or Solid Colors
N

away.
Deputies said the victim's
mother saw Watts and his
twin brother, Benjamin, the
father of the unborn child, and
two others arrived at the home.
Later, shots were heard and the
men were seen fleeing in two

SUMMER VPK PROGRAM
For The Four-Years Of Age Preschooler

:J

z
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z

FREEl

$50.00

Call 813 241-0200 To UPdate
Or Remove Your Address

www.Yborlslandflowers.com

We Do Weddings And Funerals

BRUCE

AMYAUCE

WATI'S

NORRIS

..... charged
..... 2oweeks
with murderpregnant
ing twin-broth- when she was
er's girlfriend shot to death .

PINELlAS PARK - At 1 a.m.
Saturday, the Pinellas County
Sheriffs Office reports Amy
Alice Norris, 24, was shot to
death in the carport of her
home. She was 20 weeks pregnant.
Bruce Lee Watts, 26, was
arrested later that day and
charged with first-degree murder. Police said he drove to the
home and allegedly shot
Norris 3 or 4 times and drove

up port
The
Florida
Sentinel
Advertisers

cars.
Deputies said evidence and
interviews led them to charge
only Bruce Watts. The shooting came after an argument
involving
Norris
and
Benjamin Watts, deputies
said.

WARREN
DAWSON

221•1800

1467 Tampa Park Plaza
@ Nebraska Ave. & Scott St.
n1e Hiring OIA Iawver Is An lnlPOrl,ml OcriSIDn Thai SilO IIIII Hoi Sc H.ISCII Solr.lv Upon Mvcrnsemenl& Before
You Decide. Ask The Iawver To Semi You Free lnlorm.lllon Ahoul Their Qnallllc.'lllons And ~pcllcncc

CRIME

Officer Shot Serving
Warrant; Suspect Dies

Man Jailed
For Allegedly
Choking
Pregnant Wife

.

~ '-

.·

Couple Charged
With Child Neglect
(JI

I\;·

0
0

.......

KEVIN D. HUNTER

ROSHAWNDA RHANES

... Died of Alleged Self-· ·
Inflicted ~njury

... faces Accessory After
Fact Charge

What began. as a routine
warrant arrest early Friday
ended w'ith an officer being
shot, the suspect dead, and a
woman .being charged. Police
were attempting to arrest the
man on a warrant. The warrant was issued on May 2nd."
According to police, T:unpa
Police Master Patroi Officer
John Armao and lwo other
veteran officers responded to
711 Ca,;tlc Court, (nca r
Temple TerrnceJ, shortly after
li a.m., Friday, to assist a representative from S. Bazarte
Bail Bondsman Oflice pick up
:38-year·-old
Kevin . D.
Hunter. Hunter was -reportedly wanted for failure to
appeqr for caiTying n conc~aled weapon. He had been
n:leased fro!n prison in l\-~nrch
2006.
. Upon ar-riving nt the rcsich:n·cl'., <itlicers :mid. Hunte.t·'s
girlfr·iend, Ms; ltoshawnda
D. Rha~es. 31:,, \):~.s U.!\C<ii>p·
erativc. She reportedly f 11ld
porice Hunter was not in the
house, police said.
As the officers entered the
re s-idence, they . located
Hunter and ordc"rcd him to
show his hands, police said.
·· t\s the officers attempted to
arrest Hunter, he Is alleged
to havt• opened fir~ on the
officers striking Officer

Armao 'in the face and shoulder. The officers reportedly
returned fired and retreated .
from the home.
Police said Ms. Rhanes left
· the home as well with one
child, reportedly :eaving others inside.
At 6:53 a,m ., police said
Hunter fatall y shot himself
with small children still in
the home. The children were
placed i'rr protective custody.
Ms. Rhanes was transported to the Tampa P ol icc
Department, where she was
questioned about the incident. After a review by the
H11lsborough County State
Attorney's Office, Ms.
Rhanes was arrested anrl
charged with one count of
ncccssor·y after th(~ fact. She
wns released from the
· Hill:-•borough County Jail
nftcr posting bond.
Officer Armao was transported to a· local hospital with
non-lite threatening injuries.
He underwent surgery and is
reportedly in stable condition.
According to a spokesman
· for the Hillsborough County
Medical Examiner's Office, no
funeral hom.c had been
assigned to handle arrangements for Hunter as of press
time.

HENRY BLUE

Tampa Police arrested 42year-old Henry Lee Blue
Saturday night for allegedly
choking his pregnant wife
during an argument.
Police said Blue reportedly dragged his wife off a bed
by her throat, then dropped
her on the floor . When she
tried to leave, Blue allegedly forced her to stay in t he
bedroom with their yea r- old
child .
Blue is being held without
bond on charges of aggravated battery on a pregnant
female and false imprisonment.

Reward OW.red
For Arrest
Of.Fugltlve

Crime Stoppers of Tampa
is offering a reward of up to
$1,000 for information that
will lead to the arrest of 22year-old
Jermaine
Mobley.
· Mobley is wanted for trafficking in cocaine, carrying a
concealed firearm, possession · of drug paraphernalia
and resisting arrest ..
Mobley reportedly has
been arrested 30 times in
Hillsborough County s ince
1996 and is currently on
pr9bation until 2008 for
prior drug ~nil':-:, f'l·loil in
possession of a firearm, and
resistihg arrest.
Individuals- wishing to
remain anonymous nnd be
eligible for .a cash t'ewnrd
are asked to call Ct'ime
Stoppet·s nt. 1-800-873-TIPS
(8477).

ANTHONY DAVIS

TREASHANA GRAHAM

Tampa police arrested a Anthony Davis, 24, said he
couple Sunday morning for left the child in the room and
allegedly leaving a 2-year- went to meet his girlfriend,
old unattended in a hotel Treashanna Graham, 23,
room for more than 3 hours.
at the Gold Rush Strip Club
Police said guests at the where she works.
Days Inn, 2901 East Busch
Police said afterward, the
Boulevard, called a manager couple went to the Hard
at the hotel to report a child Rock Cafe for several hours.
crying about 12:30 a.m.
When the couple returned
When the manager went to
to the room, police arrested
the room, he found an open .
do or and a child standing them on child neglect
alone in the room, crying. charges.
Davis is still in jail on a
That's when police were
$2,000
bond, but Graha~
called.
·
According to the report, posted bail and was released.

Man Charged In
Sword Death
Hillsborough County
Sherifrs deputies have
arrested a man on charges of
killing another man with a
SW9rd.
According to the report, on
Saturday at 8:15 p.m.,
Willie Tarpley, Jr., 46,
went to the home of his
estranged wife. Deputies
said he had moved out 5
days earlier.
Tarpley allegedly entered
the residence through the
garage with his garage door
opener where there was a
veh,i~.le supposedly belonging
to his estranged wife's new
boyfriend, Lee Alexander,
police said.
Deputies said Tarpley ·
armed himself with a 42inch Katana Sword from his
collection in the garage. He
entered the residence where
confronted his wife and her
new hm·friend.
Dt· puties said TaJ:pley,
while holding his i5-monthold daughter, allegedly put
the sword to Alexander's
neck and threatened to cut
his 'head off. Tarpley then
turned the sword on his wife

Uncle Sandy
Says

3, 6; 1'1, "The purpose of llfe13,
15, 19, 20, 23, Ia a life of 27, 30,
35, 39 ur ose."
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WILUE TARPLEY, o!R.

and threatened h~r: dep\lties .
reported.
· ·. ·-~· · · . .
Deputies said 'l.'arplel:
ordered Alexander :to,ileaV,e ·
the residence. As Al~,ta~der
was backin"g 'out or ·: ~
garage ; he bac'ked .-i h'ito
Tarpley's corvette vehi cle .
Tarpley allegedly \yalked up
the vehicle and stuck the
sword .into the windew of
Ale)Cander's vehicle, piercing him underneath his arm.
Alexander got out of his
vehicle and tried to flee . on
foot, but collapsed in tl~e
roadway, wl1ere
died.
Tarpley left the t•esidt>nce
with his daught e r, but
retun1ed as deputies w i?re
arri\·ing. He was nrrest~d on
charges of nggrn~ntcd
assault with . n dl'ndl~·
Wt:'npon and second·dt·~t·t't'
mut•det' . H t' is bt'in~ ht'ld
\\'ilhout bnnd .

he
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CASH IN 3 DAYS FORYOURHOUSE!
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Day 1
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Submit Contract
The Rehabber's Superstore will
submit an offer to buy your home.
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Day2
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Clear Title
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If offer is accepted the Rehabber's
Superstore will submit the contract
to the title company

Day3

Closing Day
The title company will clear the title
then schedule a Closing date. At the
closing you will pick up your check!
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lluv Houses and Houses luv Me!

